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No search for strategies to improve

the effectiveness and responsive¬

ness of health systems is poss¬

ible without solid quantitative and
institutional information.

OECD Health Data, of which this

is the third version, is designed

to facilitate the analysis of the

national health systems of the
25 OECD countries within their

demographic, economic and social
context. OECD Health Data, created

by the OECD and CREDES [Centre de

recherche, detude et de documentation

en économie de la santé], Paris, is a

bilingual [English/French) package in 372"

high-density diskettes presenting a systematic

collation of data on central aspects of the health

systems in an interactive way.

It makes the information in the OECD Health Data Files available for

analysis on micro-computers by way of fast, user-friendly procedures for
the construction of tables, graphs and maps. The data cover the period

1960-93 and include some 700 series (300,000 statistics).

The user is not prisoner of a pre-set choice of countries nor predetermined periods:

he/she selects them. Nor are graphs or combinations imposed: they respond to criteria

established by the user. A standard package allows export for use with other software.

The manual which accompanies the diskette includes a list of the series that constitute the

nucleus of the package, a presentation of the features it offers and a guide for easy use,

starting with the installation and details on the components of the software and the nature of the
information to be found in the database.

System requirements:

To operate the software, your computer requires an MS-DOS version 3.3 or higher and an IBM-PC/AT with
graphics card (Hercules, CGA, EGA or VGA) and 640K RAM. 530K RAM, as well as at least 4.5 MB on a hard

disk, must be available. For the printing of maps, an HP LaserJet or an IBM Graphics compatible printer is

necessary.

Descriptive leaflet available on request from OECD Electronic Publications.
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The Global Information

Infrastructure
Jean-Claude Paye, Secretary-General of the OECD

The gathering [nice of progress in information and
communications technologies, combined with the

globalisation of modern economies and the move¬
ment towards the liberalisation of regulation, has

cleared the path for the development of a 'global information
infrastructure . 'that willform the cornerstonefor transforming
economic and social systems into a global information society.

The OECD has been drawing attention to the importance of
communication and information technologies to the socio¬

economicfabric ofits member countriesforat least two decades.
But the vision ofa knowledge-based economy where integrated
communication infrastructures and services wouldprovide new

opportunities in an enormous range of activities is now being

grasped by policy-makers. Tloe significance ofthese developments
has been underlined by the formulation of many national
studies and plans for the development of information
infrastructure, and by international initiatives in the context

of for example, the 67, the European Union, the Asia-Pacific
region and the OECD itself.

At the annual ministerial meeting of the OECD Council

in May this year, the member countries requested the

Organisation - in addition to its existing work on the
development ifpolicies tofoster the contribution oftechnological
advance to innovation, growth and employment - to initiate a

parallel analysis of the global information infrastructure and
global information society and to report itsfindings to ministers
in the spring of 1996. There are many obstacles on the path
towards such a global information society and decisions on

policy must be taken after careful consideration.
The long heralded 'convergence' between sectors hitherto

considered distinct - computing, communication, information
services, broadcasting and other media- seems now to have

taken off The technological developments in these activities and
the way they are organised and interconnected seems set to

create a knowledge-based revolution in society to which

information is the key. In essence, it involves - through

digitisation - the processing, retrieval, communication and

dissemination ofall forms of information. The impacts of new
applications, whether entertainment, educational, commercial,

information or public services, of the infrastructure will be fell
by everyone: individuals, households, businesses and

governments themselves. And although substantial changes are

certain to occur, with new applications in all aspects of life,

their exact nature is as yet difficult to foresee. One thing that
does already seem clear is that thepotential economic and social
benefits are significant. Setting the 'rules of the game' and the
conditions under which these benefits can be realised in a rapid,
equitable and socially responsible manner is now a majorpolicy
priority in OECD countries.

The extent to which governments will have to adjust their
policies faces them with a formidable task, for example,
telecommunications and broadcasting are both still highly
regulated: in many countries, indeed, the)' still enjoy a

monopoly. They thus require afundamental review in order to

facilitate the rapid, efficient and integrated development of
information infrastructure. The work of the OECD has already
emphasised bow competitive markets in telecommunications

enhance efficiency, encourage innovation and reduce prices
for services, stimulating market growth and the development of
novel applications, thereby creating new jobs even as old ones
are eradicated.

To allow competitive markets to thrive, many regulatory
issues still require careful examination. Frameworks for the
interconnection of networks, for example, and fair' conditions
for access to them haveyet to be established. Another is universal
service- that is. the requirement that public telecommuni¬
cations operators provide a basic telephone service to all who

request it at a uniform and affordable price. A similar concept
exists in broadcasting, Although OECD work has demonstrated

the weakness of arguments that market liberalisation in

telecommunications would jeopardise universal service, il is
clear that careful consideration has to begiven to defining what
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universal service would entail, notably in terms ofhow it should

befinanced.

Where, moreover, do the roles of government and of the

private sector meet and diverge in the construction of the

infrastructure and the development of new applications? It is
generally agreed that it is the. role oftheprivate sector to construct
and operate the infrastructure. And it is the role ofgovernments
to work together to create the conditions which encourage

innovation, investment and the creation of new jobs.

Governments could, where appropriate, promote experiments

andpilot applications. They could also hep investigate bote to

harness the power of information infrastructures to improve
the quality of life, especially in health, education and other

public services - a development which, in addition to enhancing

efficiency, wouldprobably hep reduce government spending.

Hut the design and implementation of the appropriate legal
frameworks for the protection of intellectual property rights,

the security of information systems and the protection of
personal data and privacy are the essential topics that jtertain

to the competences and responsibilities of governments and
urgently require further discussion on policy. These questions

have been referred to as 'show-stopper' issues, since they could

obstruct the development of new applications and potentially

enormous markets. Unless they are resolved, providers of

software and other applications may be discouraged from

making material available over the networks, 'electronic

commerce' may not develop and individuals may be reluctant

to put their privacy at risk.

These issues are important for shaping the society of
tomorrow, both for individual countries andfor the world as a

whole. Global information infrastructures offer the opportunity

of a deeper integration of economies, increased economic

activity and trade and sharing of information and knowledge.

To maximise the economic gains, international policy

frameworks, based on principles of transparency and non¬
discrimination, now have to be devised. Indeed, unless equitable

and workable rules-of-the-game are agreed upon, there is a
risk that trade frictions will arise- another drag on the

development of important applications.
The role of the users of information and communications

infrastructures in laying the foundations of the information

society is vitally important. The new sector of multimedia will

be demand-driven. A degree of coherence in technical
standards- one example often cited is the development of

electronic data interchange (EDI)- trill encourage future

Iraussectoral communication and exchange. Mechanisms to

improve the 'interoperability' and portability of software and
other systems, but which avoidforcing solutions upon the users,
are still being sought.

'/'his range of issues requires a broad social consensus on

the necessary changes OECD countries are facing. For that,

everyone involved - governments, businesses and individuals -

has to become more aware of the economic and social impacts

expected from the new multimedia applications and inform¬
ation infrastructures.

Education and training are preconditions to guaranteeing

equal opportunities to people in all countries to participate in
and benefit from the global information society. Education is

a criticalfirst step in assisting citizens to develop the requisite
skills. Thereafter life-long training will be necessary to maintain

adaptability through the acquisition ofnew abilities which will
allow them Intake advantage ofnew technologies that are likely
to evolve with breathtaking speed.

For the anticipated benefits to he realised, governments bare

to ensure that applications do indeed develop and diffuse rapidly
across the entire global economy. These issues are relevant not

only for the member countries of the OECD. A symposium on
the information infrastructure held earlier this year in

Vancouver, between the Asian-Pacific Economic Co-operation

Forum (APEC), the Pacific Economic Co-operation Council

(PECO and the OECD revealed an encouraging degree of

agreement and commonality ofpurpose on the central issues,

on the broad outline ofhow they must be addressed and on the

ultimate objectives of national and global initiatives for the

information infrastructure. It also underlined the importance

oftackling these issues in a global context. No economies should

be excludedfrom the information society that is taking shape.

The Vancouver symposium played an important role in

beginning such a dialogue between the OECD countries and

the many dynamic economies of the Pacific region.

The rapid pace ofglobalisation, of evolving markets and.
above all. of technological innovation and development makes

it extremely difficult to forecast the directions these advances

might lake. Nevertheless, it is important to eliminate the barriers

to building and using the new global information infrastructure
to shape what could be a jusi and humane society - the global
information society that lies just ahead.
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The Information

Explosion
Jeremy Beale

The development of information infrastructures and new
multimedia services is taking on more and more importance,
not least because of their potential to generate growth and
employment.

The development of information infra¬
structures and multimedia services

seems to be on the point of unleash¬
ing an explosion of economic acti¬
vity in a wide range of markets, and

particularly in service industries, which account
for an ever-larger proportion of economic acti¬
vity in the OECD area. They are also expected
to be prime beneficiaries of the development of
information infrastructures and multimedia serv¬

ices, since a substantial - and increasing - cost
of services consists of communication and

information processing. Productivity in the
service sector has recently increased substantially
as companies have linked previously 'stand¬
alone' computers for data storage and manipu¬
lation into digitised networks which integrate
voice, text and visual data. In 1994 OECD total

expenditure on hardware for such information
technologies was $186 billion.1 Investment in
information infrastructures and multimedia serv¬

ices which can be developed from this networked
hardware thus have an important impact on eco¬
nomic growth and employment prospects.

Multimedia firms combine computing and
communications equipment to deliver the inform-

Jeremy Beale is a consultant in the Science,

Technoiogy and C >mmunications ^oliev Division of

the OECD Directo ate for Science Technology and

Industry.
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ation and entertainment services traditionally
supplied by the broadcasting and publishing
industries, as well as others: electronic mail,

ordering and payment systems, video-telephony,
video-on-demand and interactive games, and so
on. These services can be delivered to individual

consumers at personal computers (PCs) or
'intelligent' TVs over either public switched
telephone or cable-TV networks, or accessed
through sen-ice companies with large host com¬
puters attached to the Internet (a worldwide
grouping of computer databases) using high-
capacity lines leased from public network
operators.

New services are widely expected to make
the production and delivery of existing goods
and services more efficient throughout the
economy, as increasing numbers of companies
gain from the savings made possible by new
applications to improve their use of labour, raw
materials and offer better support-services. Foi-
instance, many firms already use electronic
bar-coding systems at the point of sale to make
more efficient the use of resources in product¬
ion, inventories and delivery of goods.
Function-specific services such as desktop
video-conferencing are also growing rapidly.2 For
many OECD governments, though, potentially
the biggest reward of developing new elec¬
tronically based services is the associated jobs,

6

which are expected to offset those lost by im¬
proved productivity elsewhere.3 For example,
firms producing and publishing electronic games,
educational applications and travel sen-ices are
already expanding fast in a number of OECD
countries, as are new means of finding and
organising information on remote networked
databases.

The growing demand for services, and the
high profits which can be obtained from both
new and traditional forms of communication,

have led to modernisation of public communi¬
cations networks (mainly but not only) through
the installation of digital switches and fibre-optic
transmission cables.4 Governments have realised

that such information infrastructures can add to

national competitiveness in world markets, and
so have encouraged their development by the
private sector. As a result, investment in OECD
public telecommunications networks, which
averaged around 3% of gross fixed capital in¬
vestment (amounting to some $102 billion) in
1992 is now expected to rise to as high as
10-12% by the end of the decade.

The advent of information infrastmctures with

the ability to handle simultaneously interactive
voice, data and image transmissions opens the
possibility of using them to deliver consumer
entertainment and information services to mass

markets. Indeed, the value of services produced
by investment in these infrastmctures is expected
to be enormous. In 1992, public telecommuni¬
cations operators (PTOs) in the OECD countries
generated revenues of $395 billion, some 2% of
GDP. This share is expected to increase, accord¬
ing to some estimates, to between 10-15% in
the next five to ten years.

Everything depends upon demand, of course.
Most of the past growth in demand for multi¬
media services has occurred in the business sect¬

or. Demand for non-business services is largely

1 IT Outlook 1995. OVCn Publications, Paris, forth¬
coming 1995.

2. The number of PC's and workstations with desktop
video-conferencing capabilities in the world grew from
around 69,600 in 1993 to about 107,000 last year and
is expected to reach 357.600 by the end of 1996.

3. George Papaconstantinoit. 'Technology amiJobs'. The
OECD Observer. No. 194. June/July 1995.

I. Communications Outlook 1995. OECD Publications,
Paris. 1995.



unknown at present, as
existing products are
often based upon propri¬
etary systems specifically
tailored to individual re¬

quirements, and thus give
little indication of what

wider demand for stand¬

ardised sen-ices might be.
Indications of wider de¬

mand were nonetheless

evident by 1994, when
worldwide sales of per¬
sonal computers for
domestic use rose by 20%.
In a number of OECD

countries, sales of home

PCs are now growing up to around twice as fast
as those for business purposes, and have been
particularly strong for multimedia PCs with
CD-ROM drives, Indeed, sales to the home

market have been projected as likely to account
for more than half of all PC shipments by the
end of the decade. The world total of PCs with

CD-ROM players grew from 2.5m to 10.3m
between 1993 and 1994, with 6.9m of sales in

1994 in the United States.

The Internet has also been expanding at a
phenomenal rate over the last two years, and in
early 1995 was estimated to have around 30 mil¬
lion users. The present rate of growth has been
put at around 160,000 new users a month, though
the figures are derived from those for host con¬
nections, which a varying number of people may
use. In 1994 the number of host computers with
direct Internet access stood at a world total of

4.85m, with 3.37m in the United States, 1.09m
in Europe, 340,000 in Asia, and 50,000 elsewhere.
The Internet is now used by over 80,000 com¬
panies for distribution of product and company
information, as well as ordering and payment of
goods and services, The number of subscribers
to on-line commercial multimedia service pro¬
viders such as CompuServe, America Online and
Prodigy (which offer consumers their own sen-
ices as well as access to the Internet) grew world¬
wide from 4.9 to 6.3 million between 1993 and

1994, again with the largest number in the United
States,

New multimedia applications can give a competitive edge in world markets.

The main physical barrier to the development
of multimedia services for the home lies in the

large bandwidth required for high-resolution,
real-time (that is, immediate) interactivity.
Fibre-optic cables provide this capacity, while
new digital servers provide the capability to re¬
ceive and respond to demands for very large
amounts of audio-visual information. As such

technologies form an ever-larger proportion of
national networks, and as the cost of installing
fibre connections to the home declines, resident¬

ial demand for multimedia services may expand
dramatically. Many PTOs and cable-TV opera¬
tors are upgrading their networks through in¬
stalling fibre-optic/coaxial cable connections in
order to increase interactivity; others are consid¬
ering moving straight to pure 'fibre-to-the-home'
for large numbers of their subscribers.

Who

Will Buy?
Until very recently, market growth for multi¬

media services was in audio-visual CD-ROMs

used on stand-alone computers with CD-ROM
players. (Mass production of PCs with built-in
CD-ROM drives began only in 1993.) Now a few
commercial, private on-line services are being
offered through connections that can be dialled
through a modem link to the public switched
network (such as America Online, CompuServe

and Prodigy) or on the Internet 'packet-switched'
network via high-capacity lines leased from
PTOs. The Internet, developed out of defence
and academic research networks, and originally
used for simple electronic mail and bulletin
boards, has increased in sophistication over time,
with voice, data, image and video capabilities
being added along with navigating programmes,
which automate and facilitate the searching and
organisation of information from networked com¬
puter databases (such as the World Wide Web,
or WWW).

Residential consumer markets are still largely
undeveloped, and potential demand is limited
by the disposable income (and time) that con¬
sumers have available. The major reason cited
by service providers for the low number of sub¬
scribers in most of Europe and Japan (compared
to the United States) is the high price of leasing
transmission lines from public network opera¬
tors, which in turn prevents them offering
lower-priced services. Substantial growth in de¬
mand throughout Europe is nonetheless antici¬
pated over the coming years, particularly when
competition between public network operators
will be thrown open in national markets from
1998 onwards. In preparation for this, a number
of joint ventures and multimedia projects have
been announced recently, such as one between
America Online (the largest provider of multi¬
media services in the United States) and

Germany's biggest media company, Bertelsmann.
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The Information

Explosion

The share of telecommunications in OECD GDP is expected to increase dramatically over the next
decade - to 1 0-1 5%, in some estimates.

The development of digital delivery systems
is generating a search for alliances between
computing, communications and information/'
entertainment companies. Though firms in these
sectors are still quite distinct, increasingly close
working relationships between customers and
suppliers are stimulating integration in the
design, production and delivery of services.
Whether such commercial convergence will re¬
sult in the new jobs which optimists promise

will partly depend upon the labour practices
which new firms employ in production and
delivery processes,

From Services

to Jobs?

One can use estimates of the value of service

and of market demand to project how growth in
the multimedia market might stimulate employ¬
ment. But the results are hostage in many re¬
spects to the strength and structure of demand
in the economy as a whole. Information and

communications technologies have for some time
been rationalising production and increasing
productivity in user industries, and firms have
subsequently become more responsive to dif¬
ferent customer tastes and patterns of consumpt¬
ion. But corporate re-engineering and company
downsizing have also restructured demand by
.simultaneously concentrating economic re¬
sources in the hands of smaller social groups
and dispersing them more thinly amongst a grow¬
ing group of unemployed, part-time or unskilled
workers. Estimates from the United States indi¬

cate an increase in productivity by 20-40% by
the year 2007. This restructuring of employment
and resource allocation has weakened overall

demand within existing national markets such
that they may generate insufficient returns on
current infrastructure investments over the next

few economic cycles.
Moreover, the technological development of

multimedia sen-ices has a regressive effect on
employment which accentuates this restruct¬
uring of the demand of labour through an
economy. This trend can already be seen in the

increasing capital-intensity of designing and de¬
veloping products in computer companies. This
process occurs in two ways. First, heavy invest¬
ments are constantly being made in expensive
and ever more powerful equipment, such as
video-modelling chips and workstations, for R&D
in applications such as enhanced graphics and
sound. Second, as new- sen-ices and upgrades
(say. for instance, the new Windows 95 software)
become more elaborate in performance, im¬
proved computer and networking power is re¬
quired to design and manage them. This pro¬
cess is driven by the competitive dynamics of
the industry, which require experienced and
inventive programme-designers and which force
companies to bring new products to the market
first. While this process puts pressure on soft¬
ware and other service companies to tie in
labour through share-ownership schemes and
other means, it also means that, for any one com¬
pany, investments in each new- generation of
networks and sen-ices requires proportionately
fewer workers than the previous ones.

This process of labour displacement is not
uncommon in most industries, but there is con¬

cern that the technological dynamism of the sect¬
or may outstrip the growth in jobs created by
the demand for new services. Furthermore, since

technological innovation makes existing invest¬
ments obsolescent very swiftly, severe depre¬
ciation of capital assets could also occur unless
service markets expand substantially. In addi¬
tion, the return on existing sen-ices is certain to
drop over the next few years as competition in
the provision of voice and audio-visual sen-ices
increases. And without an expansion of the
market, a sizable increase in unemployment,
compounding the regressive effects of techno¬
logical development, could also be expected
from the deflation of capital assets.

Regulatory and ownership barriers (such as
restrictions on foreign and cross-media owner¬
ship) continue to constrain the economic-
expansion of service providers and network
operators, both individually and in aggregate.
In the developing convergence of the com¬
puter, communications and information- enter¬
tainment industries, it is vital that regulations be
reformed to prevent structural closure of
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Analysis

markets in multimedia services and to ensure

sufficient market growth to allow job creation to
outstrip those lost through productivity gains
elsewhere.

What Should

Government Do?

Government policies have already played a
significant role in developing the broadband
networks that will eventually be able to deliver
a range of multimedia services to business and
consumer markets. Large public-sector deficits
in most OECD countries restrict the possibility
of broad government-led demand stimulating the
expansion of multimedia services. As large con¬
sumers of computing, communications and in¬
formation senices. governments may have some
influence. But their most important role is in
defining policies which stimulate growth and
competition amongst private-sector companies.
In addition, governments have to negotiate a
multilateral framework to open international
markets for these senices.

Governments also have to develop regula¬
tory and institutional practices which support
technological competition within markets. The
delivery of new services depends upon the inte¬
gration of technologically different telecommu¬
nications, data and audio-visual infrastructures.

The establishment of common technological
standards will help alleviate the tendency of
network and senice developers to favour pro¬
prietary systems of access and operation, and to
prevent the 'bundling' together of the access and
operating systems which are required to oper¬
ate infrastructures with those necessary for indi¬
vidual service applications. Simultaneously,
policy-makers will have to provide sufficient
protection to proprietary products to encourage
vigorous and sustained investment by the pri¬

vate sector. If appropriate legal safeguards for
competitive markets and personal privacy are to
be maintained, the process of vertical integra¬
tion between computing, communications and
information/entertainment companies - which
can undermine many of the factors which tradi¬
tionally contribute to the efficiency of arms-length

lUtllER

MULTIMÉDIA

Réalisez

Digital delivery systems are generating alliances between computing, communications and inform¬
ation/entertainment companies in search of market share.

market relations between firms - will also have

to be carefully monitored.
To achieve these ends, governments will have

to define the different stages of network and
service development at which various degrees
of open access and competition can occur and
will thus have to accept a clear separation of
network from senice provision, as well as their
interfaces. Quantitative indicators will be required
to help identify- which forms of open or pro¬
prietary access can most efficiently produce eco¬
nomic growth and job creation. The OECD has
already started work on this task, after requests
earlier this year by the G7 and OECD ministers,
studying issues concerning the global inform¬
ation infrastructure, the global information
society and the relationship between techno¬
logy, productivity and job creation.

The development of information infrastruct¬
ures and multimedia services will have a pro¬
found impact on the economies of OECD
countries and the rest of the world. The conver¬

gence of industries being brought about in this

process is already having substantial effects on
economic growth, employment practices.
job-creation and the relations between firms in
different sectors. If these effects are to be bene¬

ficial in the long term, and the world is to avoid
the potential deflation of asset values, economic
demand and employment which widespread re¬
structuring can produce, governments must act
to provide the private sector with a framework
which facilitates the growth of demand for new
services on an international scale. The OECD

will have to focus its expertise in technological
innovation, network development and competi¬
tive regulator)' regimes in order to facilitate the
complicated birth of the global information
society.
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A New Electronic Tool

for Business
Georges Feme and Richard Hawkins

Theprimary objective of interchanging data electronically is to
make the transmission of commercial documents as easy as a
conversation on the telephone. Some of the challenges to he met
to make this possible are major ones that call for very large
investments, of effort and capital. And they are unavoidable:
EDI will be the most important element of the information
infrastructure that will meet the practical requirements of
paperless commercial transactions'. As such, it has enormous
economic implications, nationally, regionally and globally.
Although its short-term impact onfirms and services may mean
the disappearance of some traditional white-collar jobs, EDI
offers theprospect ofsustained long-term growth across theglobe
and a marked expansion ofworld trade.1

The implementation of any new in¬
formation system inevitably involves
a measure of internal and external

re-organisation. As such, the aspects
of electronic data interchange (EDI)

that require adjustment by its business users are
not unique in themselves. What is unique is the
unprecedented scale on which change will take
place, and its unpredictable results.

EDI users should be able to expect savings
in the costs of transactions, improvements in pro¬
duction speed, faster response to orders, im¬
proved quality-control, and so on. Major changes
in the organisation and management styles of
firms and senices may then be expected as a
result of the introduction of EDI. But the im¬

pacts of EDI cannot be readily quantified. Any
assessment of the costs and benefits of electronic

information systems generally suffers from poor
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measurement techniques and commensurability
of the criteria for evaluation/ A particular diffi¬
culty lies in comparisons within two differing
sets of accounts:

the costs of hardware, software and systems
management, compared with the gains in effi¬
ciency and competitiveness

the costs and benefits of business re-organisa¬

tion; as yet, no measure more concrete than
estimation has been devised to assess the re¬

sults of this process.
But before tackling difficulties of measure¬

ment, there is the problem of determining what

Indu

United Kit

OECD.

can be measured and what comparisons are valid
and/or helpful. Some individual tasks in a firm -
for example, the automatic ordering of parts re¬
quired by a manufacturer as a result of the
orders he receives for the assembled product -
may become indisputably more efficient with
EDI, but the amount of investment required to
allow such localised efficiency may be too big
to justify the costs for an individual firm or
sector. The distinction must therefore be made

between task efficiency' and 'general efficiency',
assessed in total savings in time and resources,
and an enhancement of the firm's competitive

position.
For sellers of products and senices, more¬

over, the situation is made more complex since
the buyer may impose the costs of EDI imple¬
mentation - from the acquisition of the necess¬
ary equipment, skills and software to the
re-organisation of strategic functions within the
firm - upon the seller in the form of contractual
obligations. A French firm of consultants has
estimated that more than 70% of electronic busi¬

ness relationships (typically between large
buyers and constellations of small sellers) fol¬
low this pattern; it has practically become a rule,
for example, in relations between car manufact¬
urers and the firms that supply components. Such
arrangements can turn out to be an advantage
to both buyer and seller if there is a measure of
equity in the benefits accruing to each. But where
the seller has dealings with several buyers, or
himself has a highly fluid customer base, the
presence of many diverse EDI systems can
increase costs. It works both ways, of course:
bilateral arrangements to exchange information
can iock in' buyers to a limited range of sellers,
thus limiting choice.

By definition, EDI systems involve co¬
ordination between at least two partners.
Co-ordination always involves costs. For EDI it
can be elaborate and time-consuming. Although
no widely accepted basis for the cost/benefit
analysis of information systems such as EDI has
yet emerged, some of the advantages and disad¬
vantages can be grouped into four (not necess¬
arily exclusive) categories.

First, and most immediately, the implement¬
ation of EDI in an enterprise requires the co-
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The electronic interchange of data will require a radical restructuring of functions within firms, with a
variety of costs and benefits.

operation of a wide range ot groups: for ex¬
ample, senior management (at the very least)
must learn to interact with the information-tech¬

nology specialists in charge of EDI applications.
Implementation can also require participation in
elaborate national and international consultative

procedures.
This kind of organisational change can be

viewed as both a cost or a benefit depending
upon the conditions under which EDI is imple¬
mented. A firm may be active - implementing
EDI in a specific function to become or remain
competitive in a market - or reactive - turning
to EDI merely as a condition of market entry.
/, The Economic Dimension ofElectronic Data Inter¬

change. OECD/International Standards Organisation,
Geneva, forthcoming 1995.

2. /:'. Brynjolfsson, The Productivity Paradox of Inform¬
ation Technology', Communications of the ACM, December
1993.

.>. Technology and Productivity. OECD Publications,
finis. I')')/

There arc two stages in the introduction ol
EDI in the firm:

paper is replaced by electronics without the
way in which transactions are organised really
being affected

exchanges and transactions are re-organised
within an integrated electronic system.

The introduction of EDI provides a unique
opportunity for re-examining and redesigning
how transactions are organised. It should thus
involve not merely a simple transposition to elec¬
tronic media of paper-based procedures; rather,
it should lead to significant rationalisation ol in¬
formation flows. For example, in an increasing
number of cases, a firm will not merely shift to
electronic media its routine procedures for
ordering .supplies; instead, the supplier will have
access to the client's data in order to determine

what is required and provide a steady How ol
deliveries. Obviously, such practices imply a

good deal of confidence between business part¬
ners, and radically new practices for inventory
management, payments, controls, and so on.

During the learning period that any company
will have to go through, the potential of EDI to
increase productivity cannot lie fully realised.
Studies of the past introduction of network and
generic technologies indicate that a long organi¬
sational learning process is required.3 For ex¬
ample, it may be argued that an extended trans¬
ition would allow the phases where old jobs are
destroyed and new ones created to overlap. Vet
the potential of such tools as EDI to create jobs

BACKGROUND

Defining EDI
In the more technical perspective of EDI
developers, EDI bas a two-fold identity.

First, it is a 'semantic ' instrument, since it

involves the transmission of intentions by
means of expressions (it is a way of reducing
ambiguity and the costs of 'interpretation '). As
such. EDIfrequently involves a computer syn¬
tax, a directory ofmessage types, a directory of
data segments and compound data, and a
directory of 'words'. This set of rules, coding
principles and words constitutes a kind of
toolbox which users can employ to develop
'sentences'- operational messages.

Second, EDI is based on the convergence of
computing and telecommunications. An EDI
message creates and transmits information in
a number of stages. Commercial data, which
remain in the specific format of the sender,
m ust first be converted into a format suitable
for the EDIprogramme, which in turn adapts
the data according to a standard adopted by
the two partners. The message, now computer¬
ised, is transmitted to the sender's telecommu¬

nications programme, which prepares the
data for transmission and then sends them to
thefirm with which the transaction is to lake
place, either directly, or via an intermediary
supplier of network senices.'

1 E. Trauth and R. Thomas, 'Electronic Data Interchange
in the Post-1992 World; a New Frontier for Global

Telecommunications Policy', 42nd Annual Conference ol
the International Association, Miami. 1992,
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A New Electronic Tool

for Business

FOCUS

The Development
of ANSI XU and EDIFACT

The North American road-haulage industry in¬
augurated the use ofEDI between commercial
partners when it set up the Transportation Data
Co-ordinating Committee (7DCC) in 1968. The
aim was to develop a set ofcommonformatsfor
the electronic transfer of documentation on
transport. The first set of TDCC standards was
published in 1975. The Accredited Standards
Committee X12 was set up in 1979 under the
auspices of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI), with the aim ofbringing about
common formal simulants. These TDCC stand¬
ardsprovided the basis for the first inter-indus¬
try formats for orders, invoices, payment in¬
structions and other commercial documenta¬

tion. These open standards - known generally
as 'ANSIX12' - became the references adopted
by many industries in North America. By 1991,
the USgovernment itselfwas specifying compli¬
ance with XIJ in its public procurement pro¬
grammes.

In the mid-1970s, the Ended Salions

Economic Commission for Europe (UN/ECE)
initiated the first actions in Europe towards
developing data, voiles and syntax rules for
EDI, the aim being to facilitate international
trade. Bui the I N/ECE had to reconcile differ¬
ent national requirements and very uneven
national capacities, so lbat for a whole decade
the co-existence ofspecific EDIprotocoh (each
corresponding to a particular user require¬
ment) had to be accepted, in spite ofthe overall
desire to devise and promote a single standard.

An initial sel of rules was developed and
published by UN/ECE in 1981 in the form of
'Guidelines for Trade Data Interchange'
(GTDIS which provided potential users with a

cannot be fully realised before their broad adopt¬
ion by market-leaders and before the major
organisational changes required have actually
taken place. Moreover, the effects of adopting
EDI will vary from firm to firm. The socio-

basis for developing their own systems. Later
ou. in the light ofexperience acquired by many
users ofthe GTDI, the guidelines were improved
for wide)' circulation. The directory of generic
data was passed to the International Organisa¬
tion for Standardisation (ISO), where it was
converted into an international standard and

published under the classification ISO 7.172 (in
the I idled Nations 'Trade Data Element Direct¬

ory).

By 1987. the UN/ECE bad set up three
regional 'EDIFACTBoards'for North America,
western Europe and eastern Europe. A major
function of these Hoards was to co-ordinate
messageformulation. The current EDIFACT or¬
ganisation consists ofsix regional Hoards - for
Africa. Asia. Australia/New Zealand, central
and eastern Europe. North and South America
and western Europe. Message formais that are

developed by national standard bodies (such as
AXSt m the I idled States. DIN in Germany, and
so on), ultimately to cover the whole range of
specific business operations, are brought into
the international EDIFACT development system
by the regional hoards. There is a direct link
between XI2 and EDIFACT so that, when

deemed appropriate. X12 transaction sels are
re-drafted into the EDIFACTsyntaxforapplica¬
tion by US government and industry.

Although the vast majority of I 'S EDI applica¬
tions use the X 12 standard, substantial efforts
to link XI2 and EDIFACT are continuing. The
US Federal Information Processing Standards

(FITS), which apply to most IS public agencies
(including the Department ofDefense and the
Customs Service), allow the use of both X12
and EDIFACT. Early in 1995. an 'alignment
plan' was approved in the ANSI thai allows
standards in both the XI2 syntax unci the

EDIFACT syntax to he proposed as American
National Standards.

economic environment and the quality of fore¬
sight in management decisions all play a major
pari in defining the outcome. So the impact on
employment during the transition will remain
uncertain.

The second category of ( disadvantage con¬
cerns the technical and administrative structures

of EDI. Governments have been known to press
for increased interoperability in national and
international EDI systems, in particular through
procurement policies and participation in
discussions on standardisation, thus contribut¬

ing to strengthening the scope for competition
between suppliers. But governments are also
major implementors of EDI, and must deal with
two types ot costs:

direct - besides the actual costs of EDI imple¬
mentation in the public sector, governments
typically accept various institutional costs
involved in the determination and application
of technical and administrative agreements on
EDI in public senices

indirect - these are mostly social, such as the
effects ol EDI on employment or individual lib¬
erties, and they arc difficult to measure and judge,
although direct monetary savings at high social
cost (when it is feared that implementing EDI
might dry up the demand for particular jobs and
skills) may prove politically unacceptable.

Opinion among EDI developers in various
countries and branches (not least telecommuni¬

cations, road transport, airlines and manufactur¬
ing) is divided on if and how governments should
intervene. The debate is fairly passionate. Lines
ol demarcation cut across branches and will shift

from country to country, according to national
traditions and relative progress in EDI implement¬
ation,

One view advocates state investment in ED]

infrastructures to bolster the likely competitive¬
ness of national firms in world markets. Another

opinion holds that if governments become too
actively involved in this kind of investment, they
will be held hostage lo technical change. More¬
over, a government supporting a 'national cham¬
pion', can find itself stranded if international
pressures for harmonisation were to favour a
different technical standard

Third, the costs and benefits of EDI for a re¬

gion are in some respects similar to those lor tin
individual country, although lowering costs
through the harmonisation of ihe conduct of elec¬
tronic business relations is also a means of ac¬

celerating a region as an economic centre in its
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own right. And in the absence of a broad frame¬
work of standards to support interaction with
systems outside of the region, regional initia¬
tives on harmonisation may stimulate trade within
the region at the expense of that with partners
outside. In such cases. EDI - and the whole new-

range of electronic tools increasingly used for
commerce - will prove powerful enough to
affect trade patterns: the means of communica¬
tion will influence the content.

Fourth, to some extent, costs incurred and
benefits realised both within the firm and

nationally may have aggregate effects that are
visible globally. EDI will almost certainly affect
the balance of economic relationships between
developed and developing countries. It also
seems likely that it will have an impact on the
patterns of employment as well as its volume,
particularly in view of the growing opportuni¬
ties for 'teleworking'. Most directly, the legal
aspects of international trade will have to be
adjusted to reflect the reality of the 'electronic-
marketplace'. Moreover, the multiplication of cir¬
cumscribed islands' of EDI applications (geo¬
graphical, sectorial or sub-sectorial) different from
one another may amount to a kind of non-tariff
barrier. That can happen when a cluster of busi¬
ness partners defines an EDI application tailored
to their specific demands in such a way that it
may be difficult, technically and financially, for
new members to join the network.

This kind of segmentation in the business
world is a source of concern, since EDI should

also be seen as one of the tools that will deter¬

mine the future of 'electronic commerce', based

on the full array of multimedia instruments that
will facilitate - and fundamentally modify the
conditions for - production, marketing and stiles
that make full use of the emerging information
infrastructures that one hopes will be open and
seamless.

The Emergence
of Standards

EDI standards give a frame of reference for
the terms, forms and procedures of the docu¬
ments and agreements that make up commer

cial transactions. Their function is to introduce

compatibility between systems and thus to sim¬
plify transactions so that transmitted information
can be read without too much 'translation'.

The first guidelines for facilitating the ex¬
change of commercial data were developed and
disseminated in the mid-1950s under the aus¬

pices of the United Nations Economic Commiss¬
ion for Europe (UN/ECE). At that time, the low-
standard of development of computing and tele¬
communications technologies meant that the
capacity of these projects to simplify and facili¬
tate trade was limited. In the 1960s, a number of

digital EDI systems began to appear in Europe
and the United States. In the first instance, these

systems were configured to the requirements of
individual sectors, and 'clusters' of electronic links

soon emerged in sectors where transactions were
most intense as with X12 in the United States

and EDIFACT in Europe (box. left).
But there may be a price to pay for the flex¬

ibility of standards like X12. The wide variety of
positive externalities in using a network is one
of the main factors in attracting new sub¬
scribers. But flexibility makes it possible to di¬
verge from an ideal' and thus limit the appeal ol
the network to a smaller number of potential
subscribers. Users must weigh the advantages
of flexibility against these potential drawbacks.

The selection of an EDI standard will often

reflect local traditions and culture, as well as

existing business relations and networks. Verti¬
cal integration in industry - which has often
played a key role in fostering specialised EDI
applications within industrial groupings of dif¬
ferent industries targeted to the production of
certain types of goods (such as automobiles) -
can mean that standards reflect past commitments
rather than an evaluation of future opportunities
and the renewed industrial structures they en¬
tail. When such standards become dominant, they
can impede the adoption of more up-to-date
solutions to problems of organisation (firms
currently tend to shift away from vertical inte¬
gration to favour outsourcing) or of market
penetration (which has increasingly global
ambitions).

The desirability of global EDI applications
means that divergent sectorial, local or national

solutions have to be overcome, Bui opinions
are divided on how to achieve open and global
IT)]. The major EDI systems - such as X12 and
EDIFACT - are converging as a result of the vol¬
untary, market-driven efforts of the major stand¬
ardisation bodies concerned, which has fostered

the belief that the dynamics of change in the
market will be sufficient to meet emerging re¬

quirements. This view is challenged by people
who argue that progress will not pick up with
demand unless decisive - thai is. government -
action is taken, and adequate resources made
available towards the development of satis¬
factory standards.

So what should governments do? It is at least
clear that their choices - as users of EDI - will

have substantial and far-ranging impacts on many
sectors of the economy. What is less clear a! this
stage is the extent to which they should adopt
more interventionist behaviour lo steer the de¬

velopment of EDI. Though the expression ol
general support for 'global open EDI' is welcome,
the lack of agreement on the targets to be
chosen suggests that caution would be sensible.

The stakes are clearly enormous, in economic
as well as social terms. The impact should be
assessed in the broader framework ol the devel¬

opment of 'electronic commerce' nationally and
internationally, with a view- also to understand¬
ing better what role EDI might play in this
development, and what governments might
be expected to do.
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Upwardly Mobile
Telephony

Sam Paltridge

What has caused the recent surge in the growth of mobile
telecommunication? And what lessons can be drawnfrom the
experience of different OECD countries? There is increasing
evidence that, ifreforms to market structures, and inparticular
increased liberalisation, are implemented, the best isyet to come.

Mrmi

Mi
1 obile telecommunication is fast

becoming an essential tool for
business users seeking to boost
efficiency in competitive markets.

,It is also being increasingly
identified as a technology that will allow
policy-makers to reshape their views on what
constitutes universal service in telecommunica¬

tion and how best to provide it - criteria that in
past were used to justify monopolies but increas¬
ingly lend weight to the application of competi¬
tion.

In 1994 more than 1.2 million customers pet-
month were added to mobile telecommunica¬

tion networks (double the rate in 1992) and by
the year's end there were over 44 million sub¬
scribers in the OECD area (Figure 1). But this
success has not been evenly distributed across

The first decade of mobile

telephony was dominated
by growth in business
markets.
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different market structures. Indeed, the gap in
performance between monopoly, duopoly and
liberal markets is growing, placing some coun¬
tries at a critical disadvantage in the provision of
information infrastructure (Figure 2).

This dichotomy does not have to exisl,
Greece - after only three years of service with a
competitive market - has a higher penetration
rate for mobile télécommunication than Belgium
and Spain, after respectively 11 and 12 years of
monopoly.

Competition is driving the growth of mobile
telecommunication into new markets, parti¬
cularly the mass consumer market of personal
communication, as distinct from the business

applications of mobile telecommunication. The
primary tool used by operators to attract cust¬
omers in the first stage of openly competitive
markets has been price differentiation, which -
in competitive markets - has had a dramatic
impact on the growth in the number of sub¬
scribers and increased the scope for both
business and personal services.

Why Increased
Liberalisation?

There are several reasons behind the increas¬

ing liberalisation of mobile telecommunication
markets since 1992 (box. p. 16). First, there is
the growing recognition of the benefits of infra¬
structure competition in the provision of telecom¬
munication services. ; Many explanations have
been advanced for the different pace in devel¬
opment of mobile service in different countries:
experience has invariably shown that perform¬
ance is vastly improved after the introduction of
competition.

The second reason is the increasing evidence

that, although a second operator can provide a
major stimulus to the market when allowed to

compete in a fair and reasonable regulatory struct¬
ure, the problems that are prevalent in duopolies
in other markets emerge after a number of years.

Sam Paltridge works in the Science. Technology and
Communications Policy Division o( the OECD
Directorate for Science. Technology and industry.
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Performance may be better with
a duopoly than a monopoly, of
course, but much less so than

with open competition.
In Australia, a market with

three mobile communication

operators, average monthly
growth in 199 1 was four times
higher than it had been with a
duopoly in 1992 and nearly
eight times higher than with a
monopoly in 1991. In the United
Kingdom, where there are four
operators, monthly subscriber
additions in 199-f were six times

what they were in 1992 with
two operators. Similarly, Japan's
decision to go beyond a duo¬
poly in 199-1 coincided with a
six-fold increase in monthly
subscriber additions. And in

Sweden the abolition of the duopoly saw thi
figure grow five-fold between 1992 and 199-1.

Figure 2

Average Monthly Growth
in Mobile Subscribers

per 1,000 inhabitants, 1994
3.0

Figure 1

Mobile Telecommunication

in the OECD Area, 1984-94
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A third reason for stepping-up liberalisation
is that technological change is bringing forth new
options for the provision ofmobile telecommuni¬
cation-such as personal communication serv¬
ices (PCS) - using different parts of the radio
spectrum. Several countries, not least Canada,
France, Germany, Japan. Sweden, the United
Kingdom and the United States, are taking

advantage of PCS technology to go beyond
duopoly. Their governments have recognised
thai, along with benefits for consumers, there
arc wider economic impacts from introducing
new PCS operators (box. p. L7); the new opera¬
tors of US franchises tire expected to invest
somewhere between $20 and $30 billion in infra¬

structure and to take on a large number of new
workers.

The fourth reason, and perhaps the most cru¬
cial, is that competitive markets have proven best
able to build strong growth beyond business
applications. Competition, which is forcing
operators to address new markets, is thus
driving the development ol personal communi¬
cation. That is why markets with open competi¬
tion are generally not only growing much faster
than monopoly and duopoly structures but are

I . Telecommunication Infrastructure: The Benefits
ofCompetition. ICC)'. No.35, OECD Publications, Paris
1995.
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Upwardly Mobile
Telephony

FOCUS

Market Structure

Most OECD countries bare introduced, or are

in die process of introducing, at least one addi¬
tional mobile service provider to compete with
their erstwhile monopoly supplier. By the begin¬
ning of 1995. a total of 16 countries had intro¬
duced a degree of competition in their
mobile-telecommunication market, with most

others set to follow shortly (Figure). Between
1992 and 1994. 13 OECD countries, including

some that already bad two mobile licensees, in¬
troduced additional operators. Those countries

permitting third and sometimes fourth
operators include Australia. Canada. France.
Germany. Japan, Sweden and the United
Kingdom. In March 1995 the United States
licensed up to six additional wireless operators
in each market currently served by two mobile
cellular providers. Greece, the most recent
country to introduce a mobile cellular service

in 1993, opted to licence two new mobile opera¬
tors (S'PFTand Panafon) and bas subsequently
decided to allow OTE, the monopoly fixed-link
operator, to offer a third service if il wishes. By
the end of 1995 it is expected that only four
OECD countries will retain monopolies
(Austria. Iceland. Luxembourg and Switzer¬

land). Moreover, a growing number of

changing the nature and characteristics of the
subscriber base.

Where open competition has not been intro¬
duced, by contrast, it has proven to be the
monopolists, and more recently the duopolists.
that have been 'skimming the cream' from busi¬
ness users and ignoring the market for personal
communication. Moreover, the social gains poss¬
ible through the application of mobile telecom¬
munication for universal service requirements,
such as increasing the independence and secu¬
rity of the disabled or elderly, will not show up
in any statistical survey.

In competitive markets operators are turning
precisely to these types of users with new- tariff
packages addressing their demands and priced
in affordable ways (box. right). For a decade.

non-OECD countries, including Hong Kong,
Malaysia and Thailand, are going beyond
duopolies and outperforming a number of
OECD countries with monopolies and

duopolies. The achievements of those countries
leading policy reform suggest that a further
wave of libéralisai ion is building momentum
across OECD and non-OECD countries alike.

Market Structures in Mobile Communication

in the OECD Area, 1986-94

90 91 92 93 94 1995

I Open Duopoly H Monopoly
Competition

Source: OECD

until 1992. this market had been ignored by
monopoly and duopoly operators.

Mobile Communication

for All

In the first decade of its development, from
1982. mobile telecommunication was led almost

exclusively by business demand. Many busi¬
nesses were prepared to pay high prices for serv¬
ice (relative to the fixed network) because they
recognised the potential of mobile telecommu¬
nication in improving efficiency. By the same
token, its advantages were clearly not important
to all firms, or to the tasks of all employees, and
certainly not at premium prices.

Charging relatively high prices to business
users resulted in spectacular profit margins for
many public telecommunication operators
(PTOs) -sometimes more than 40% of mobile

turnover - but it was an impediment to the ex¬
pansion of service beyond a limited range of
business applications, chiefly for people who
work outside offices in activities such as con¬

struction, real estate, wholesale and retail distri¬

bution.

Even though the expansion of mobile tele¬
communication was relatively slow in the
decade to 1992, its pace was still far ahead of
most expectations. During the 1980s, most PTOs
seriously underestimated the strength ( if demand ,
The main reason was a business culture derived

from an era when telecommunication was not a

demand-led industry. Instead of allocating re¬
sources to provide the mobile communication
services that business customers wanted,

monopoly PTOs invested in other business
services in an attempt to second-guess demand.
This trend sometimes reflected differences

within PTOs which had some fixed-link divisions

and which were fearful about how the new

sen-ice would affect them. That may have been
one reason for the pricing of mobile tele¬
communication in many countries much higher
than appeared to be justified by cost - it may
have been intended to prevent competition
between fixed and mobile networks -

although, more straightforwardly, it may simply
have reflected the judgement of PTOs, based on
low projected rates of growth, that mobile tele¬
communication was a low-volume, high-profit
market.

Since demand so far outstripped expectations,
there was little incentive to market services effi¬

ciently. PTOs seemed content with the demand
they had not envisaged rather than seeking to
build new markets. Pricing, for example, was
undertaken on a uniform basis, with little differ¬

entiation made for potential users with con¬
trasting patterns of use - corporations, small-
business users and personal-communication cus¬
tomers, say. As a result, many social uses that
might seem obvious to an outsider - security.
safety and convenience, for example - did not
at first develop.
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PCS Auctions in the United States

Analysis

In issuing additional licences to provide mobile
telecommunication services, OECD governments
have adopted a number of different selection
procedures. In 1992 the Information, Computer
and Communications Policy Committee (ICCP)
of the OECD recommended that the spectrum
should be allocated by competitive bidding
(hacked up by regulatory safeguards and licens¬
ing obligations).' The I Piled Slates was one of
the first OECD countries to adopt this
approach in 1993. when the US Congress
authorised the Federal Communications Com

mission (FCC.) to conduct spectrum auctions.
Since thai lime four auctions bave been held,

raising a total of $8.9 billion for the 'Treasury
(about $98 per US household) .

In March 1995 the largest of these auctions -
in fact, the largesl auction of US government
assets in history- was completed by the FCC,
raising $7.7 billion for the US Treasury. On offer
were 99 licences to provide PCS across the
I idled Stales and ils territories. Before that,

there were only two providers of mobile cellular
telecommunication in each region of the United

Stales. After the auctions there could be as many
as eight wireless providers in each market made
up of the two existing operators and six new PCS
operators. The auction process was completed in
record time. Under a previous system, using a
tottery, it look more than a year from the initial
application to grant a licence: and when

licences were granted by comparative bearings.
the process often took several years.

1 The Economics of Radio Frequency Allocation.
ICCP, No. 33, OECD Publications. Paris, 1993.

FOCUS

What Tariffs for Personal Communication?

During the first decade of mobile telecommuni¬
cations most public telecommunications opera¬
tors charged one tariff aimed al business users
Since 1992 compel il ion bus forced operators to

diversify their tariffs in search of new markets,
particularly for personal communication. A
typical example of a personal communication
tariff option is Cellucl's 'lifetime' package (Fig¬
ure, below), which enables users to pay a lower

Cellnet Tariff Options in the United Kingdom, 1995
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rental charge but higher call
charges. Personal-communication

users, who generally make fewer
calls than business users, can thus

benefit from lower overall prices up
to certain volumes of use.

For I S$25 per month, compared
with a basic rental fee of $46 per
month, a user ofpersonal commu¬

nication on Cellnet can

bave a mobile telephone
but must pay higher call
charges. As long as he or
she uses the service for
less than 75 minutes per
month at peak, rates, this
is the least expensive
option, lu reality, of
course, most personal-coin m u nival ion

users would make the bulk of their
calls in off-peak times and thereby ex¬
tend the cross-over point.

This example is one of many differ¬
ent packages in competitive markets
that include options with even lower
rentals and bicker call-charges. For

Tariff Diversification and Subscriber Growth

in the United Kingdom, 1990-94
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user in Canada who wauled a mobile telephone
only for use in cases of necessity ( automobile
breakdown, say. or emergency alert for a medi¬
cal condition) might opt for BC-'Tel Mobility's
lifeline' tariffpackage and pay a lower reniai
(US$7) bill higher call-charges, with a cross-over
to the next tariffoption at 20 minutes ofair-lime
per month.

example, a personal communication
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Upwardly Mobile
Telephony

Competition is driving operators to target individual users with a range of tariffs that respond to consumer
requirements.

The wave of liberalisation which began in
1992 has changed this situation radically. The
stimulus provided by new operators is forcing
incumbent suppliers both to be more respon¬
sive to the requirements of existing customers
and to address new markets. Arguably, the most
important benefit to date from the introduction
of competition in mobile telecommunication has
not been price reductions (although it has cer¬
tainly brought price discipline to many markets)
but in making operators diversify their tariffs in
search of new markets.

Demand for the range of new tariffs has been
little short of phenomenal. During 1994 Cellnet
and Vodafone, the two original operators in the
United Kingdom, signed up five customers on
personal tariff options to every one on business
tariffs. The growth of subscribers of personal
communication tariffs is now the primary driver
of market growth (box, p. 17 below). The new

options in personal tariffs were introduced, after
eight years of the Vodafone and Cellnet duopoly,
immediately before the launch of One-2-One and
Orange, the third and fourth market entrants. In
many monopoly and some duopoly markets, by
contrast, there is still a single, uniform tariff for
all customers,

These developments are already changing the
character of the market for mobile telecommu¬

nication and enhancing social development. In
Canada, for example, the number of women with
mobile telephones is growing much more
rapidly than the market as a whole. In 1991
women comprised 17% of Bell Mobility Cellu-
lar's customers, increasing to 19% by 1992; by
mid-1994 women accounted for nearly 28% of
them. Moreover, additions to the network are

taking on the seasonal characteristics of several
commodity products: the pre-Christmas periods
of 1993 and 1994 set new records in several

OECD countries; in Australia, for example,
well over 100,000 mobile customers were
added to the three mobile networks in

December 1994 - nearly as many customers
as were added over the whole of the last full

year of monopoly provision (1991).
The growth in the market for personal

communication has also been a welcome de¬

velopment for business users. Indeed, some
personal-communication tariffs are attractive
to certain types of business users who make
few outgoing calls but want to receive calls.
But the main advantage of an increasingly
competitive market is that operators are
having also to address new business markets.
There are now, for example, tariff options in
the United Kingdom that allow a user to be
charged at rates comparable to, or less than,
the fixed network in a place of their choice
(office or home, say) and at the usual mobile
rates outside that location.

As the importance of efficient telecommu¬
nication in economic and social development
becomes increasingly evident, the govern¬
ments of OECD countries with inefficient

monopolies and duopolies will face a stark
choice: either they introduce more open

markets or they face slipping further behind the
pace-setters. And competition is widening the
performance gap between OECD countries.
Some are harnessing competitive forces to take
full advantage of the capability of mobile com¬
munication to stimulate growth and. quite
simply, to make life more convenient. Others,
which have been slower to come to terms with

the dynamics of this market, are missing sub¬
stantial gains.

OECD BiBLiOi

Communications Outlook 1995, 1995
Telecommunication Infrastructure: The Benefits

of Competition, ICCP, No. 35, 1995
The Economics of Radio Frequency Allocation,

ICCP, No. 33, 1993. I
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Property and Privacy
in Cyberspace
Deborah Hurley

The development ofpervasive andpowerful information systems
that can transmit all manner ofdata- medical, legal, personal,
statistical, scientific, educational or other- means that the
protection of intellectual property and ofpersonal data and
privacy and the security of information systems will become
increasingly important. These are three 'show-stopper' issues
which, ifnot dealt with appropriately, could slow the growth of
the global information infrastructure.1

The global information infrastructure
(Gil) will evolve beyond the current
concept of an information and com¬
munication system to become a
marketplace in which information

products will be created and disseminated. Indi¬
viduals will act as both providers and users of
'works' - intellectual property - on the system.
The success of the GII as a marketplace depends
heavily on the extent to which these products
can be protected by law and on the ability of
the systems to let owners set and enforce terms
and conditions under which their property is

made available - at prices that will attract a large
number of users.

The traditional methods of protecting intel¬
lectual property - patents, copyright, trade
secret and trademark - are already used to pro¬
tect hardware, software and information pro¬

ducts. But are the current legal safeguards - in
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particular copyright and droit d'auteur - enough
to cope with the changes in technology? Many
observers believe that the pace of technological
capacity in digital information has outstripped
the ability of the law to address the issues.
Others argue that the present system of laws is
adequate without major modification and that
fine-tuning will suffice.

The essential change may well be one ot
scale. For example, unauthorised copying ot
copyright material is not new to digital works
on the infrastructure. The photocopier and fax
machine made copying very easy, and the GII
will take this one step further. Determining the
limits to the 'fair use' exception to copyright will
require the judgement of the courts for works
that are stored and transmitted electronically.

Digital works can also be altered with ease.
Under common-law tradition, copyright owners
have the right to control the abridgement, adapt¬
ation, translation, revision or other change to
their works. Moreover, the system of droit
d'auteur in civil law allows the author 'moral

rights' to object to the distortion, mutilation or
modification of his work, which could compro-

19

mise his honour or reputation, (These 'moral
rights' are provided for in Article 6 bis of the
Berne Convention, as is his economic right,

although the nature and scope of the right
varies from country to country.)

The extension of the GII will facilitate trans¬

mission of digitised information from country to
country and the manipulation of information
anywhere in the world. Many governments, not
least those of Australia. Canada, France, Sweden

and the United States, as well as the European
Commission, are therefore looking to the global
harmonisation of law on intellectual property as
part of their plans for a national information infra¬
structure. Although the divergent theoretical
bases of the copyright and droit d'auteur sys¬
tems sometimes place them in conflict, il is not
necessary that each country have the same
system, only that the systems mesh and be com¬
patible.

When it is not feasible to track the end-user

of intellectual property, authors may use either
collectives or contractual licenses, typically for
the distribution of software, For example, an on¬
line network where the author can control and

monitor the distribution and use of his property

might prompt a return to individual contractual
licensing for many types of work. And the col¬
lection method to distribute royalties from pro¬
tected works could be improved by network
technologies that monitor activity in the market.

There was some consensus at a meeting held
at the OECD in November 1994 that the present

regime is generally adequate to protect intellect¬
ual property, including multimedia products, in
the information infrastructure. The infrastructure

and related industries have developed in a
healthy fashion under this system and there is
little to indicate that they will not continue to
do so.

But some aspects of the law require adjust¬
ment to address specific concerns raised by the
technology, not least the harmonisation of dif¬
ferences between national legal frameworks
(such as disparities between the common-law
system and the droit d'auteur approach) and
the administration of intellectual property rights.
It may be that security technology can be
I IT Outlook 1995 OECD Publications, Paris, 1995.
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Property and Privacy
in Cyberspace
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The photocopy and the fax facilitated the copying of intellectual property; the transmission of digitised information will simply
take the process a stage further.

employed to monitor user access and collect
royalties, alongside the option of participating
in collection societies.

Protecting Personal Data
and Privacy

To date, various international, regional and
national combinations of legal, technological and
administrative measures have been used to pro¬
tect privacy and personal data, reflecting the
common concern of a large number of coun¬
tries in the protection of personal data and pri¬
vacy.

Almost 15 years ago, the OECD published
guidelines agreed by its member countries 'which
would help to harmonise national privacy legis¬
lation and, while upholding such human rights,
would at the same time prevent interruptions in

international flows of data'.2 They have since
been used by several governments as a basis for
legislation; the private sector, too, has found them
very useful. Similarly, the 1981 'Convention for
the Protection of Individuals with regard to
Automatic Processing of Personal Data' of the
Council of Europe, along with other sectorial
recommendations, has provided assistance in the
application of privacy principles.

Next, in 1985. OECD ministers adopted a 'De¬
claration on Transborder Data Flows', 'the first

international effort to address economic [...]

policy issues arising from transborder data flows,
such as flows of data and information related to

trading activities, intra-corporate flows, compu¬
terised information services and scientific and

technological exchanges'. In it the OECD gov-

2. Guidelines for the Protection of Privacy and
Transborder Flows of Personal Data. OECD Pub¬
lications. Paris. 1981.

ernments 'expressed their
intention to promote ac¬
cess to data and inform¬

ation, to develop common
approaches for dealing
with transborder data

flows issues'.

In 1992 the Council of

Europe, the International
Chamber of Commerce

and the European Com¬
mission jointly drafted a
'Model Contract to Ensure

Equivalent Data Protection
in the Context of Trans-

border Data Flows' to pro¬
vide a mechanism for the

transfer between jurisdict¬
ions of personal data -
with different degrees of
protection. This contract
provides standard clauses
that may be used to bind
an importer of personal
data to the principles of
the Council of Europe
Convention.

Among individual
countries, Canada has un¬

dertaken an initiative through the Canadian
Standards Association (CSA) to develop a vol¬
untary national standard for the protection of
personal information, with a view to bridging
the gap, in the absence of national legislation,
between the voluntary codes of conduct set by
the private sector and the principles of the OECD
guidelines on privacy.

Among the countries that are signatories to
the OECD privacy guidelines and the Council of
Europe Convention, there is already broad agree¬
ment on the principles for international data pro¬
tection. But variations do persist, and the extent
of data protection in non-signatory countries may
be very different, even non-existent.

One of the major issues that has to be
tackled is surveillance by public or private agents,
especially of the details of individuals' commer¬
cial transactions and their life styles. Surveillance
is possible with the use of electronic mail, tele-
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Analysis

BACKGROUND FOCUS

k Balancing Act

the protection of intellectual property, the pro¬
tection of Personal dala and privacy and the
security of information systems are often com¬
plementary goals bill may sometimes give rise to
competing interests and rights:
> the use of computer security systems to monitor
use of copyrighted works and to assess royalties
v. anonymity in access to information

protection v. free flow of inform¬
ation - a concern at the heart of the OECD
guidelines on privacy

individual v. public interests - for ex¬
ample, theprotect ion ofpersonal medical data v.
access to dala for medical research and public
health administration

privacy and security v. requirements of crimi¬
nal law and national security - government

agencies (not least the police) may require ac¬
cess to informâtion, an interest with which some
forms of encryption, while enhancing privacy

and security, may be at odds 'how is the balance
to struck between the risk ofcommission ofcrime
by the few and the protection offundamental
human rights?)

v. security - the guarantee of
anonymity in electronic communications would

encourage the use of the information infra¬
structure for activities such as voling or access¬
ing certain kinds of material, but the ensuing
lack of accountability might hamper the ability
to seek redress in the event of say. defamation
since the sender would not be identifiable

the right of a sender of a message to
anonymity v. the right of the recipient not to
receive unwanted messages, and the

ensuing requirementfor audit trails; using tech¬
nological means to filler oui some kinds of
message may protect the right of one of the
parties but not of both.

FOCUS

Multimedia: Which Way Forward?

locks and Keys -
Cryptography Policy
In 1992 the OECD began to hold meetings on the

subject of cryptography technologies and poli¬
cies, and interest in these subjects has continued
lo increase. Cryptographic methods have been
employed for thousands of years, with math¬
ematics and computing science increasingly
used in the modern era. Encryption, formerly the
domain ofmilitary and other national agencies,
is coining to be considered as part of the toolkit
ofall computer users. A good analogy is Ibepass-
ivord: twenty years ago. only spies and soldiers
usedpasswords: today, even schoolchildren bave
Ihem.

Pbere are entirely legitimate commercial, ad¬
ministrative and individual uses for crypto¬
graphy. II will be important for the provision of
security, privacy and intellectual property pro¬
tection in the global information infrastructure
and the growth of many applications, such as
electronic commerce, establishing credentials

and voting. Easinesses, civil ministries and citi¬

zens will use cryptography to protect the product
designs, lax and health records and love letters
that will be transmitted on the information in¬
frastructure. The challenges ahead are to in¬
crease public awareness of encryption and its
potential uses and to build consensus on an
international cryptography policy and the re¬
spective roles of government, industry and the
individual.

Multimedia works are the product ofdigital con¬
vergence: works from different media are
brought together and expressed in a common
digitalformat, in order to use pre-existing works,
lo negociate contracts to use works in multi¬
media products, and to fulfil their obligations
under copyright law. creators of multimedia
works have lo know who owns the right to the
material they wish to use. how they may obtain
permission, and how an appropriate price is
determined for the right to digitise and include
material in a multimédia application

Some observers fear that the structure of the
law and the difficulty of negotiating with
authors, artists andperformers using the present
system will he too complex. Others believe that
recent and future activity updating intellectual
properly laws lo lake account of new techno

logies - such as the European Union software
directive, the Agreement on Trade-Related As¬
pects of Intellectual Property (TRIPs) that formed
part of the GATT Uruguay Round, and the pro¬
posedprotocol to the Berne Conveil I ion - offers a
stable and robust mechanism for dealing with
multimedia concerns and serves the growing

multimedia industry well on a worldwide basis.
11 was the general opinion at a meeting at the

OECD last year that market forces, in conjunct¬
ion with an adequate system of negotiated
licenses, ought to ensure thai technology would
be widely distributed at competitive prices. The
prevailing opinion was Ibat government partici¬
pation should be in providing strong enforce¬
ment procedures for intellectual property laws
rather than in actively selling standards.

i::,a«::BCg;:f
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Property and Privacy
in Cyberspace

In days gone by, medical information could be locked away. What security measures can be devised to afford a similar degree of privacy now?

working or home-working, video-conferencing
and mobile telephony. And data from a variety
of sources can be compiled to produce a profile
of an individual's use of the network, covering

virtually every daily activity - banking, shopping,
entertainment, health care, education and much

more. Regulation here may require some recon¬
sideration of current approaches to protection
of personal data and privacy, particularly for real¬
time' occurrences as opposed to recordings,
which are generally covered by existing legis¬
lation.

Specific issues arise in relation to sectorial
applications - for example, in transport or pro¬
vision of health care. Medical data are particu

larly sensitive. A balance must be struck between

the individual interest in privacy and the public
interest in making such information available for
medical research and public health administra¬
tion. And in transport, trials of 'intelligent
vehicle and highway systems' (IYHS). which use
computers to govern traffic flows, in many coun¬
tries have stumbled on issues of privacy, sur¬
veillance and human rights (freedom of assem¬
bly, association and movement). As a result, the
potential of IYHS to improve the efficiency and
safety of transport systems is currently not being
realised.

. i Guidelines for the Security of information
Systems. OECD Publications, Paris, 1992.

With the possible exception of issues raised
by surveillance, it does not seem that new chal¬
lenges to internationally agreed principles on
privacy and data protection have arisen. The
challenge lies instead in the translation of these

time-tested principles into workable, global pro¬
visions to meet the realities of the information

society-, A fundamental question is where respon¬
sibility for protection of personal data and pri¬
vacy should lie. It should be possible, through a
combination of legal, technological and other
measures, to return to the individual and pre¬
serve direct control over personal data and its
use. Although these are ambitious goals, their
importance demands that they be addressed.
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Security
of Information Systems

The OECD's 'Guidelines for the Security of
Information Systems', adopted by all OECD coun¬
tries ;it the end of 1992, provide a general frame¬
work to assist both public and private sectors
in developing and implementing coherent
measures, practices and procedures,3

Some OECD countries have enacted specific
legislation. The United States Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act 1980, last amended in 1994, ad¬

dresses computer crime. The latest amendments,
modelled on the OECD security guidelines, re¬
flect a change of thinking in the US law-enforce¬
ment community from considering computers
and information as being interchangeable to treat¬
ing them as separate concerns. The United King¬
dom also has specific legislation on the security
of information systems, the Computer Misuse Act
1990, which is currently being reviewed. The
underlying principle of this Act is the protection
of the integrity of computer systems, not the
confidentiality of the information that they con¬
tain. And the Telecommunications Business Law

1985 of Japan covers the obligations of telecom¬
munications carriers to provide basic security and
reliability.

In implementing the OECD guidelines on the
security of information systems, the government
of Australia had recourse to legislation only
where questions of jurisdiction, education and
penalties were involved, providing broad defi¬
nitions to allow the courts some flexibility in
interpreting the law on the basis of the techno¬
logy in Lise at the time that the matter came be¬
fore the courts.

In addition lo laws that directly address com¬
puter crime or other criminal acts, other provi¬
sions have been adopted in civil legislation to
deal with security issues arising from the in¬
creased use of information and communication

technologies - as with the civil code and the
Company Secrets Act of the Netherlands, and
the Companies Act of Sweden, for example.
These steps have highlighted the importance of
standardising definitions and measures involved
in security of information systems.

Standards and codes of conduct are among
the most common means of self-regulation. The
government of Australia has taken an interest¬
ing approach, incorporating the principles of the
OECD security guidelines into the forewords of
published standards and indicating the way in
which the standard meets the guidelines, and
also using standards and codes of conduct as a
test of the applicability of a given piece of legis¬
lation. In the United Kingdom, a major initiative
to develop a British Standard for information
security management led, in its first phase, to
the development and publication of a code of
practice, which complements the OECD secu¬
rity guidelines and was adopted as a British Stand¬
ard in 199a. This code has also become very
popular in the Netherlands, and has also served
as the basis of the Code de sécurité being devel¬
oped by the Service Central de la Sécurité des
Systèmes d'Information ( SCSSI) of the Office of
the Prime Minister of France. The SCSSI has also

developed a methodological document, Politique
de sécurité interne, partly based on the OECD
security guidelines. The Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications in Japan has established
Guidelines for the Security and Reliability of Info-
Communications Network to encourage carriers
to enhance their performance. Standards are also
being developed internationally and regionally.
The EU. for example, has been carrying out work
on common criteria for the evaluation and certi¬

fication of products.
As technology develops, teleworking is

increasingly being discussed as an alternative to
more traditional forms of work. The government
of Australia has therefore established the

Australian Public Service Home Based Work

Interim Award for its employees, which incor¬
porates guidelines for security. Employers are
required to negotiate a security arrangement with
each employee who opts for teleworking. An
indirect benefit of this award has been tin

increase in awareness of these issues in the

workplace, among those party to the agreement,
among other employees and in the private
sector.

Experience with the Computer Misuse Act
1990 of the United Kingdom has confirmed the
importance of public awareness. Some of the

difficulties associated with the Act seemed to

stem from a lack of public recognition that com¬
puter misuse was a real problem with poten¬
tially adverse consequences for all members of
society. The extent to which judges were them¬
selves aware of the serious nature of computer
misuse, and reflected this understanding in the
sentences they imposed, was considered signifi¬
cant in determining the effectiveness of the Act,

The manner in which security of information
systems and protection of personal data and pri¬
vacy are interrelated and the conflicts that arise
in attempting to protect important values on both
sides of the equation require further considera¬
tion. These conflicts appear with older technolo¬
gies as well, but are relatively limited in one-to-
one methods of communication, such as the tele¬
phone and the postal system (box. p. 21).

In issues arising from intellectual property
rights there is a long-established and broad in¬
ternational consensus on the outstanding issues,
and a good sense of the options and potential
solutions. That is partly true also of concerns
about the security of information systems,
although it is a more recent concern. Much work
nonetheless remains to be clone in building
awareness, exchanging information and, most
importantly, working out how to implement
solutions. Work on the protection of personal
data and privacy is the least fully developed:
legal rights to privacy are of relativity recent vint¬
age and the concept itself is subject lo cultural
differences. Furthermore, the issues that are likely
to arise have not all been identified, with the

result that a broad, global consensus remains to
be built,

OECD BlBUOCRAPHY

IT Outlook 1995, 1995

Guidelines for the Security of Information
Systems, 1992

Guidelines for the Protection of Privacy
and Transborder Flows of Personal Data, 1981.
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A Looming
World Capital
Shortage?
Barrie Stevens

Many OECD countries arefacing long-term declines in savings
rates, rapid aging of the population and high public-sector
deficits. These trends are raising concerns that the investment
requirements of both the developed and emerging economies
over the next few decades may outstrip global capital
sources - an issue examined at a conference recently organised
by the OECD Forumfor the Future,1

The possibility of a global capital short¬
age over the coming years has re¬
cently resurfaced. Concerns have
been rekindled by a combination of
factors, including the long-term de¬

cline in saving rates in the industrialised coun¬
tries in general, the persistence of large budget
deficits in many OECD countries, the economic
implications of a rapid aging of the population
and the growing investment requirements of
central and eastern Europe, as well as those of
the dynamic emerging economies in the
Asia-Pacific region, South Asia and Latin America.

Investment can, of course, outrun savings only
in the sense that the capital requirements of
planned investment exceed the volume of ex¬
pected savings. Eventually, dynamic adjustments
always bring savings and investment into bal¬
ance, but the main mechanism of adjustment, a
rise in the price of capital, can have major impli-
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cations both for the volume of investment and

how- it is allocated internationally across a range
of competing projects. To assess the probability
of a capital shortage, assumptions have to be
made about the likely evolution of global
savings - private and government - on the one
hand, and world-wide demand for investment

on the other. To facilitate that assessment it is

helpful to split the world economy into two
(highly simplified) groups: OECD countries and
non-OECD countries.

OECD Trends

in Saving and Investment

The general decline in savings in the indust¬
rialised countries over the last three decades -

the aggregate net saving rate has fallen from
around 15% of net domestic output in the 1960s

24

to its current volume of 7-8% - is set to level-off

over the medium term, but to accelerate again
after 2010. The main reason for this outlook is

the anticipated effects of demographic trends on
private savings.

Industrial countries can expect a consider¬
able degree of aging during the first half of the

O DO O

next century, with the share of over-65s in OECD
populations set to increase from 12.9% in 1990
to 22.5% in 2030. Germany, Italy. Japan, the
Netherlands and Switzerland are likely to ex¬
perience the highest shares of elderly in the
OECD area, all with rates above 26%. Over the

long am, the changing age-composition of OECD
populations is likely to have little effect on the
aggregate household saving rate, since any de¬
crease in the saving rate of the growing cohort
of elderly people will be offset by the higher
volume of saving among 45-65-year-olds. What
will influence saving is the 'cohort effect' of the
baby-boom generation, which is either earning
much higher real incomes than previous gen¬
erations, or has a higher aggregate saving rate,
or both.

Projections taking these factors into account
indicate, for the period up to 2010, a small in¬
crease in private saving rates in Japan, a mar¬

ginal decline in Germany, and a substantial in¬
crease (over one full percentage point) in the
United States. These three countries jointly ac¬
count for almost two-thirds of total OECD wealth,

so that the saving behaviour of their populations
determines in large measure the saving outcome
of the OECD area as a whole. It follows that

between 1990 and 2010 the private saving rate
OECD-wide should remain virtually unchanged
or increase slightly. After 2010. largely as a re¬
sult of the retiring of the baby-boom generation,
household saving rates will probably decline
(perhaps by around two percentage points), most
strongly in the United States.

Investment, on the other hand, is expected
to continue to decline over the next few dec¬

ades in OECD countries. The central assumptions
underlying this expectation are, first, that virtu-

Barrie Stevens is the Deputy Head of the Advisory
Unit to the Secretary-General of the OECD; the I 'nit
manages the OECD International Futures Programme
and organises the Forum for the Future Conferences.



ally all industrialised countries 1
will experience a significant slow- s
ing of workforce growth in the |
1990s and the early decades of |
the 21st century and, second, that =
total factor productivity will con¬
tinue to grow at about the rate of
the last decade.

The upshot of these broad
projected trends in private
saving and investment is that over
the next couple of decades the
private sector will probably con¬
tinue to generate a net surplus of
savings.

What makes this picture less
rosy is that mounting government
deficits - driven largely by demo¬
graphic changes - could entirely
wipe out this surplus by around
the year 2005. If there are no
major policy changes or unex¬
pected dividends in productivity
growth, the combined effect
of rising dependency ratios (that
is, the ratio of non-working to
working people) undermining
the revenue base and the high
cost of providing pensions and
health care to rapidly growing
elderly populations, threatens to
push government deficits to un¬
manageable volumes. The impact of these defi¬
cits would be exacerbated in those countries

where large-scale public-sector debt had already
been accumulated before the demographic-
shock.

Trends

in non-OECD Countries

Of course, OECD countries do not operate in
isolation from the rest of the world. They are
part of a highly globalised, interdependent world
economy in which international capital flows play
an increasingly important role. Much will depend,
therefore, on future developments in non-OECD
countries.

The replacement of obsolete plant in the ex-Communist countries is competing for
scarce capital with other investment opportunities.

As in the OECD area, the longer-term pro¬
spects for private saving in the rest of the world
will be determined, broadly, by income growth
and by demographic factors. Again, there are
likely to be very considerable differences among
countries and regions. East Asia, for example, is
likely to see some slowing of growth as econo¬
mies mature (from about 7.5% per annum over
the period 1994-2000 to around 6.5% over the
first decade of the next century), while the
bigger Latin American economies should show-
some improvement over the next 10-15 years.
Populations in non-OECD regions will remain
very much younger than those in OECD coun¬
tries, although not uniformly so: China, for
instance, will age very much faster than Brazil
or India.

The interaction of income

growth and demographic change
should, on aggregate, stimulate
savings in the emerging econo¬
mies over the next decade or so.

In East Asia, gross savings as a

proportion of GDP is expected to
rise from the current volume of

33% to around 36% by 2010. If
economic growth rates hold up in
the Latin American countries with

very young populations (Brazil,
Venezuela and others), saving rates
there could increase by as much
as one-third by the end of the next
decade. In many of the countries
of eastern Europe, household
saving rates are very low - they
are in single digits in Poland and
in the Czech and Slovak Repub¬
lics, for instance - although they
are expected to rise steadily in the
next few years.

But the demand for capital for
investment could well outpace
available savings in most of the
important emerging economies. It

is probable that over the next dec¬
ade many of the larger develop¬
ing countries, as well as some of
those in transition from commu¬

nism, will succeed in sustaining
or increasing economic growth rates, under¬
pinned by expanding private investment which
will equal or exceed current rates. The expected
increase in investment opportunities is derived
from a number of factors.

First, the younger populations of Asia and
Latin America provide an excellent foundation
for dynamic economic development both as a
workforce and as consumers in expanding
markets.

Second, many of these countries suffer from
a critical shortage of infrastructure - not least
transport, energy and telecommunications -
which will be compounded by the rising trend

/. Future Global Capital Shortages: Real Threat or

Pure Fiction?. OECD Publications, Fein's, forthcoming
1995.
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A Looming
World Capital
Shortage?

Aging populations in the OECD countries are unlikely to affect aggregate household savings until after
201 0, when the baby-boom generation retires.

to urbanisation. As this infrastructure is put in

place, the capacity of these economies to ab¬
sorb capital will increase. For Asia, it is estimated
that $3,000 billion in infrastructural investment

is required between now and 2010 to sustain
economic growth rates; and Latin America's re¬
quirements are put at S60 billion annually. In
addition, the explosive increase in the
populations of Sub-Saharan Africa will place
enormous strains on basic infrastructures

(housing and energy, for instance).
Third, numerous emerging economies are

expected to invest quite heavily in environ¬
mental improvements, as a response both to
external pressure to comply with internation¬
al norms,2 and to domestic demand for a
cleaner environment as standards of living rise.

Fourth, man)- of these countries are under¬
taking far-reaching economic reforms which
should lay the structural foundations for sustained
improvements in future economic performance.

Public-sector balances in non-OECD coun¬

tries are likely to show diverse patterns of de¬
velopment over the next ten years or so. But on
aggregate, and with some notable exceptions.

government dis-saving is not likely to make very
large demands on funds. Looking beyond 2010,
government budgets in non-OECD countries
could nonetheless come under strain, to some

extent from the continuing pressure for invest¬
ment in infrastructure and the environment but

largely as a result of demographic change.
At present, populations in these countries are

very much younger than those in the industrial¬
ised economies. The share of the over-60s in

the populations of the OECD countries is slightly-
less than 20%. The corresponding figure for Latin
America is about 7%, for Asia around 8%, and

Sub-Saharan Africa approximately 4%. This age
gap will not close significantly before the end of
the next century, when falling birth rates at last
begin to take effect. Nonetheless, many non-
OECD countries will start to experience aging

very soon. Between 2000 and 2030 the elderly
will more than double their share of the

Chinese population, to around 22%; those of
Chinese Taipei and Korea will more than
double, to about 26%; and Singapore's will
almost treble, to 30%, Brazil's elderly are set to
double their share, to 17%. The rise will be less

steep, but nonetheless substantial, among the
central and eastern European economies.

The impact on public expenditures could be
dramatic. World Bank projections of spending
on public pensions (based on the assumption
that the current relationship between demo¬
graphy and spending continues) suggest that
expenditures will rise rapidly in non-OECD
countries from about 2010 onwards. The increase

will be particularly severe for China (from around
5% of GDP in 2010 to about 12% in 2030),

followed by Latin America and the rest of Asia.
Similar hikes may be expected for other public-
expenditures related to the life-cycle, such as
health care.

The Global

Picture

For the global assessment, the time-frame is
crucial. Over the next ten years or so, the bal¬
ance of world saving and investment is not likely
to pose a problem. In the OECD area, saving
and investment are expected to remain broadly
in equilibrium. Outside the OECD area, there
are grounds for anticipating the emergence of
growing saving and investment imbalances which
could trigger increasing net external capital de¬
mands. On one estimate, non-OECD countries

would require between 1994 and 2004 a cumu¬
lative inflow in the range of $1.5 trillion from
the OECD area in order to finance growth and
especially the massive infrastructure requirements
and environmental improvements that generally
accompany industrialisation, urbanisation and
mass consumption at higher incomes. Even
though this may still prove a strain on the ab¬
sorptive capacity of transition and developing
economies, it is a fairly modest sum relative to
the OECD area's cumulative prospective savings
(2.7%) and GDP (0.6%).

But over the longer term there are a number
of forces - partly inter-related, and including
population aging, public-sector dis-saving and
the rapid pace of development - that threaten
to generate large imbalances. In view of the rela¬
tive scale of capital demand and supply on a
global basis, the lion's share of the problem will
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continue to be situated in the OECD countries

that remain, even over the longer-term, the pri¬
mary" sources of saving and investment. Actions
to tame the pressures that might lead to the
potential demand for capital outpacing expected
savings would have to be undertaken first and
foremost by OECD governments.

Do Imbalances

Matter?

Faced with potential imbalances after 2005,
two questions predominate. First, why should
governments do anything to avoid the emergence
of capital shortages? After all, dynamic adjust¬
ment by the market may be more than enough
to solve the problem. Second, if it is deemed
worth taking action, what is likely to be effect¬
ive and feasible?

On the question of whether imbalances
matter, the basic message is 'yes!. Dynamic
adjustments in the market can always offset the
imbalance between saving and investment, even
without changes in government policy, but the
process would very likely involve an increase in
the price of capital. Governments will want to
avoid contributing to a further upward drift in
real interest rates for a number of reasons:

adequate rates of growth will be even more
difficult to sustain if capital for investment is more
expensive

such increases in interest rates would exacer¬

bate the problems of many OECD countries in
servicing already high volumes of public-sector
debt

in non-OECD countries with particularly high
exposure to non-concessional debt, a larger
burden of interest payments may undermine
growth and development.

Among ways to avoid future large-scale
imbalances, three areas for government action
stand out.

First, and for both OECD and non-OECD

governments, is the importance of continuing

2. Dirk von Felbert, 'Trade, Environment and Aid'. The

OECD Observer. No. 195. August/September 1995.

3 . Erik J0rgensen andJeffrey Owens, "The Move to VAT,
The OECD Observer. No. 195, August/September 1995.

and strengthening both the 1
macro-economic policies that are &
conducive to sustained non- *

inflationary growth and the
structural and regulatory policies
that foster investment, inno¬

vation and entrepreneurship. A
stable macro-economic context

and. particularly in non-OECD
countries, the further evolution

of efficient markets and finan¬

cial institutions will do much to

encourage savings, productive
investment and more sustained

flows of international capital.
This in turn can be expected to
offer the added advantage of
countering pressure from higher
real interest rates by generally
lowering risk premia.

Second, tax systems could be
redesigned in ways which make
savings more attractive. For ex¬
ample, there is scope in many
OECD countries for progress in shifting from
income-based to consumption-based taxation.3
Specific saving incentives, on the other hand,
are less likely to be effective.

A third area for policy re-adjustment, relevant
principally for OECD countries, centres on ways
of heading-off government dis-saving. That
requires continued efforts towards fiscal consoli¬
dation in general and a redoubled effort at
reforming pension and health-care systems.

Timing is crucial, especially as involves
public-sector dis-saving in the OECD countries.
Fiscal consolidation and the required reforms to
transfer and tax systems have very long lead
times - so early action is essential. Moreover,
many of the actions that are necessary will be
much harder to implement in the medium-term
future when the resulting adjustments may be
more dramatic and the political resistance
stronger. Moreover, early efforts to reduce
public-sector debt would avoid the trap of
cumulatively higher repayment burdens. They
would also help to improve fiscal starting posi-

As infrastructure is put into place in the emerging economies, their
capacity to absorb capital will increase.

tions in the public sector before the share of the
elderly in the population begins to increase
rapidly.
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The Science System
Evoives
Gabriel Drilhon
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As sources of new forms of
knowledge and a major
element in the training of
scientists and engineers,
national science systems have
now become more important
than ever to the knowledge-
based economies of the OECD
countries. Such systems have
now to adapt themselves to the
emergence ofa radically new
political and international
context. Their development
was thus one of the main
themes of discussion at the
ministerial meeting of the
OECD Committee for Science
and Technology Policy held
on 26-27 September.

A generation ago science systems
were primarily the preserve of uni¬
versities, a few university-type gov¬
ernment establishments and of re¬

search councils, which were largely
autonomous and which provided funding for
research activities. Today many other elements
have an important role to play: ministries, gov¬
ernment departments and advisory councils
involved in the formulation of science policy; a
wide range of agencies providing funding for
research; institutions, chiefly firms, which exploit
the findings of research produced by the uni¬
versities and other bodies and which recruit the

people trained by them: major national and
regional research facilities (particle accelerators,
océanographie research vessels, research satel¬
lites and so on); and the associated data
handling and communications infrastructure
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Analysis

(databases, major computing centres, electronic
communications networks). These are the com¬

ponents of the science 'system'.
Although science has never been isolated

from the economy or from society, national
science systems are now vital to the knowledge-
based economies typical of all OECD countries.
As providers of basic research, they are both a
source of new knowledge and a crucial element
in the education and training of scientists and

engineers.

A New

Policy Context
Science systems evolve in a context with a

series of constraints:

budget restraints combined with increasing
marginal costs of scientific progress (the 'sophis¬
tication factor')

demand for increased 'accountability' or 'value
for money' - for a science system organised and
managed so as to ensure that results are pro¬
duced as efficiently as possible

demand for increased economic relevance and

'wealth creation' - for a stronger, more direct,
faster and more visible contribution to economic-

competitiveness and growth
demand for more social relevance - for a

stronger, more direct, faster and more visible
response to social and environmental problems

as a result of such demands, the introduction

of policies aimed at encouraging partnerships
between scientists working in different sectors
(industry/university co-operation, for example)
as well as in different disciplines

cut-backs in long-term research projects by
many industrial enterprises

a more critical public perception of science
and the emergence of an increasingly wide range
of ethical issues

the 'massification' of higher education in most
countries through the sharp increase in both the
number of students and the proportion of young

Gabriel Drilhon i
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people enrolled in higher-education
establishments.

A Changed
International Context

The geopolitical changes that have
taken place in recent years have had
a wide-ranging impact on the science
system. The organisation of
scientific co-operation in Europe,
which first began - although largely
on an ad hoc basis - after the Second

World War, continues to make

progress. It is now composed of a
dense, complex network of highly di¬
verse institutions, programmes and
mechanisms, ranging from major
facilities such as CERN to the networks

of scientists and laboratories devel¬

oped by the European Science Foun¬
dation. In North America, bilateral

co-operation between Canada, the
United States and Mexico is increas¬

ing, partly as a result of the ratifica¬
tion of the NAFTA. Discussions

between officials responsible for
science policy and the heads of re¬
search councils (or comparable agen¬
cies) have led to several trilateral initi¬

atives, such as a North American pro¬

gramme for high-level fellowships and
the creation of a network of centres

specialised in materials science.
Negotiations are currently under way with a view
to extending the scope of such initiatives to
several countries in South America.

The co-ordination of international scientific

projects in the Pacific-Rim countries is a
relatively recent development, but one that is
rapidly gaining momentum. It is largely led by
the Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation Council
(APEC) group of countries, which includes a
number of OECD countries (Canada, Japan and
the United States). The APEC is currently

focusing its attention on science and technology
indicators in particular. The Dynamic Asian
Economies, including China, are substantially in-

Oceanographic research is a 'megascience' activity where
countries are pooling their resources -another new feature in
the evolution of the science system.

creasing their scientific co-operation with OECD
countries.

The end of the cold war has resulted in in¬

creased scientific co-operation between OECD
countries and those of central and eastern

Europe. At the same time it has led to major cuts
in defence spending, which has had important
ramifications for research - particularly in France,
the United Kingdom and the United States.
Defence and national prestige have to some
extent been replaced with concerns over eco¬
nomic competition and the global environment
as the major determinants of the direction of
research, which may ultimately result in a differ-
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The Science System
Evolves

ent 'balance of relevance' between scientific-

disciplines.
A number of major trends may also be seen

in the evolution of science itself:

the burgeoning scientific opportunities across
the entire spectrum of science

the growing role of megascience, including
large-scale, geographically distributed pro¬
grammes (such as the World Climate Programme),
'multipurpose megascience facilities', (such as
neutron beams and synchrotron radiation
sources), in addition to traditional megascience
disciplines such as astronomy or particle
physics

the growing necessity of interdisciplinary
research (involving the social sciences and the
humanities as well as the natural sciences),

fuelled both by economic and social demands
and by the intrinsic momentum of science
(environmental bioremediation being a
typical example) ,

the increasing importance, in both |
megascience and 'small' science, of col- I
lecting, processing, interpreting and stor¬
ing substantial volumes of data

the development of new electronic
communication networks.

Although many of these political, in¬
ternational and scientific trends have been

readily apparent for several years, they
have assumed such proportions, and be¬
come so entwined, that they now repre¬
sent a fundamentally new context. The
emergence of this new context challenges
all components of the science system, but
there are some questions to which
answers are urgently required now.

Research

Councils

The support given to science by gov¬
ernments in all OECD countries since the

end of the Second World War has to a

large extent been based on the so-called
'dual-support' system. Under this system.
in addition to the basic institutional fund¬

ing for universities and other research

establishments, government support for science
was channelled through research councils or
through bodies which shared many of their char¬
acteristics, the most important undoubtedly
being autonomy. Through such bodies, the
scientific community was entrusted with the
autonomous management of government
funding for scientific research, which it exercised
on the basis of the central, if not sole, criterion

of the quality of the research proposals put
forward by scientists, as assessed through the
'peer review' mechanism.

Compared with this extreme form of delega¬
tion of power, there has been a noticeable shift
in most countries towards 'strategic' research, a
tendency on the part of governments to earmark
funding for activities which are considered to
merit priority by virtue of their economic and

social relevance (for example, activities import

ant for the development of information techno¬
logy or biotechnology). The research councils
are currently introducing new procedures for the
award of research grants - procedures in some
cases imposed on the councils by government -
in order to encourage university scientists to
involve industrial partners in the selection and
performance of their research activities. In some
countries, the very structure of the research coun¬
cils has been modified in order to emphasise
'strategic' areas, to promote synergies between
disciplines, and to achieve a more 'rational'
organisation and more 'efficient' management.
In other words, the current trend is towards a

far more restricted degree of autonomy for
research councils, and hence the scientific com¬

munity, in the management of science.

What Role

for Universities?

The main challenge facing national
science systems is the necessity of re¬
assessing the role of the universities, and
the balance between their traditional

knowledge-production (research) and
knowledge-transmission (training) funct¬
ions, and the relatively new function of
transfering knowledge to the economic
and social actors, especially enterprises,
whose role it is to exploit such knowledge.

An initial response might be to create
a broader and more diverse range of
higher-education institutions. But if re¬
sources which are levelling-off. even de¬
clining, are to be divided equally between
the universities and other higher-education
establishments, how- would it be possible
even to maintain the quality of research
activities? Could the necessary distribution
of work between institutions, as well as

the necessary concentration of each insti¬
tution's efforts on those research areas for

which it provides the best conditions, be
achieved solely on the basis of a volun¬
tary agreement between bodies which in
principle are autonomous? Or should a
mechanism be introduced under which
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resources would be allocated on the basis of

national criteria of quality? And if so, who would
set such criteria and how would they be imple¬
mented?

University-industry research partnerships have
become relatively common in OECD countries
and provide a means both for the transfer of
economically useful knowledge more efficiently
and for advanced training in skills required by
industry. An increasing share (as much as 50%
in some universities) of the resources allocated

to university- research is derived from contracts
with industry, thus making the universities more
and more dependent on industry for funding.
As a result of the development of an increas¬
ingly international 'market' for such research,
issues such as the cost and price of research
(including the question of overheads) and intel¬
lectual property rights are becoming more
important for universities. Concern is occasion¬
ally voiced, too, about the possibility of unfair
competition with public and private applied-
research institutions. More generally, doubts have
also been expressed about the ability of most
universities to manage both the burgeoning
growth in university-industry partnerships and
the new funding mechanisms that have been
introduced by the research councils.

Training
for and through Research
The emergence of this new context calls for

explicit policies for training for research in order
to meet a number of concerns, not least the

desire to improve the quality of such training.
This concern was one of the main reasons for

the introduction of new structures, partly inspired
by the North American concept of graduate
schools, which provide not only serious formal
supervision for doctoral students but also an en¬
vironment in which students can acquire both
specialised and broader knowledge as well as
training in research methods that will allow
doctoral students to become good professional
researchers.

At the same time, training through (and no
longer simply for) research aimed at non-

academic careers, mainly in industry, is attract¬
ing growing interest. But in many OECD coun¬
tries the labour market for PhDs has not evolved

in line with this approach. Employers, particu¬
larly those in industry, still tend to view PhDs as
too 'academic' and not prepared for economic
realities. If demand from industry is to develop

properly, certain aspects of the training process
will have to change, primarily to familiarise
future researchers with the economic and indus¬

trial environment. Equally important are the
initiatives taken in some countries to show

employers that their 'prejudices' may no longer
correspond to reality, and to improve the opera¬
tion of the labour market for PhDs.

Public

Attitudes

Some countries are deeply concerned over
what appears to be the decline in interest and
enthusiasm among good students for studies and
careers in science and technology. This trend
could have serious implications not only for the
availability of adequately trained researchers and
engineers, but also for the abilities of the entire
workforce and the attitudes and awareness of

the general public with regard to science and
technology.

The science system is not isolated from
society. To live and develop, it has to be recog¬
nised by the public as both a necessary and a
positive component of society - which was
clearly the case during the decades after the
Second World War. Recent surveys in many OECD
countries indicate that the situation has changed:
although most citizens are generally favourable
towards scientific research, their attitudes towards

specific technologies resulting from such research
are mixed, as are their views on the priority they
give to spending on research compared with that
on meeting the other demands of society.
Furthermore, only a small percentage of survey
respondents in OECD countries consider them¬
selves to be well informed about science.

In order to raise public awareness and un¬
derstanding of the realities and challenges of
science, the teaching of science and technology

must be significantly improved throughout all
strata of the education system, and more em¬
phasis must be given to activities aimed at rais¬
ing public awareness and knowledge of science
and technology culture. Such efforts, among
others, can help to foster continuous and open
dialogue between researchers, policy-makers and
the informed public, a dialogue which must be
maintained if the changes currently taking place
in national science systems are to be in the best
interests of society as a whole.

Because of the global nature of knowledge
and the increasingly transnational character of
the economic and social issues that the science

system must address, the various components
of the system are themselves becoming increas¬
ingly internationalised. That available resources
are limited is another important factor in the
development of international co-ordination and
co-operation, in particular in megascience.

This internationalisation is also being driven
by factors intrinsic to the science system, in
particular the availability of research funding from
non-national sources such as regional or multi¬
national bodies and industrial organisation in
other countries. The resulting competition among
national science systems might provide a strong
incentive for them to become more efficient. The

development of electronic communication sys¬
tems over the past ten years or so is another
important factor in the internationalisation of the
science system. But the extent to which such
systems are used, both now and in the future, as
well as the implications that their use will have
for various aspects of internationalisation (the
mobility of researchers, for instance) and the
dissemination of scientific information, are not

as yet properly understood.
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OECD Agriculture
after Uruguay
Carmel Cahill

The conclusion of the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations
was hailed as a major breakthrough in international trade,
not least in agricultural products. What disciplines have the
signatories designed to reduce recourse to government
intervention - and will they work?1

The Uruguay Round of international
trade negotiations under the auspices
of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade was finally brought to a
conclusion in April 1994, several

years behind schedule. The Final Act, signed by
the participating countries in Marrakesh, brings
together the various agreements reached in the
Round and provides the charter for the estab¬
lishment of the World Trade Organisation (WTO),
the successor organisation to the GATT.

One of the component agreements concerns
agriculture and brings it, for the first time, within
the ambit of a comprehensive set of rules and
disciplines governing international trade. The
negotiations on agriculture proved so difficult
that, on several occasions, failure threatened to

put the entire Round in jeopardy. Conclusion of
the Agreement on Agriculture' has therefore
been acclaimed as an important achievement.

In most OECD countries, there is widespread
intervention in the agricultural sector. Producer
and consumer prices are raised artificially by
price regulation in internal markets and a host

of other interventions, such as government
stockholding. These internal measures were -
until implementation of conclusions of the

Carmel Cahill works in the OECD Directorate for

Food, Agriculture and Fisheries.
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Uruguay Round began in recent months -
reinforced by 'border' measures such as variable
levies, import quotas or bans and voluntary ex¬
port restraints, now replaced by tariffs alone.
When production exceeds demand at the policy-
induced higher prices, governments frequently
resort to export subsidies. In recent years, as
budget pressures and rising stocks rendered such
domestic support policies untenable, govern¬
ments increasingly applied measures to control
domestic supply. International trade in agricult¬
ural products has been fraught with tensions and
conflicts as some countries engaged in competi¬
tive export subsidisation in pursuit of market
share, while countries unwilling or unable to
engage in such trade practices lost out. Of the 82
trade disputes submitted to the GATT between

1980 and 1990, well over half concerned agri¬
culture.

Why, then, had the GATT not disciplined
agricultural trade with the same success as had
been achieved in other sectors? The basic-

reason is that over the years a number of ex¬
emptions and derogations from multilateral trade
niles had been granted, reflecting a widely held
view that agriculture could not be subjected to
the full rigours of international trade without un¬
acceptable consequences in social and economic
disniption. Thus, the agricultural sectors of the
United States and Switzerland benefited from

32

country-specific derogations; agriculture was
effectively exempted from the prohibition on ex¬
port subsidies; import restrictions were per¬
mitted in support of domestic supply controls;
and only a relatively small proportion of agricult¬
ural tariffs were 'bound', and thus could not be

increased.

The Agreement on Agriculture has the
potential to resolve many of the problems
besetting trade in agricultural products. In addi¬
tion to disciplines covering market access and
export subsidies, there is an innovative, explicit
discipline covering domestic support policies.
There is also a separate agreement on sanitary
and phytosanitary measures (box, right).

Market

Access

On market-access measures (those which

affect imports), the main feature of the agree¬
ment - and arguably its most important systemic
change - was the requirement that all non-tariff
barriers to imports (variable levies, import bans,
quotas, voluntary export restraints) be converted
to ordinary customs duties, a process referred to
as 'tariffication'. Moreover, all tariffs (including
pre-existing ones) were bound and were to be
reduced by an average of 36% (and a minimum
of 15%) over the implementation period of 1995-
2000. Very few exemptions were permitted,
the most important being imports of rice into
the Japanese market, with the result that virtu¬
ally 100% of agricultural tariff lines are now-
bound.

But for various reasons the tariffs which the

process of tariffication has generated are high -
sometimes extremely high - so that trade is un¬
likely to flow over them in the foreseeable
future (Table 1). This will be so even at the end

of the implementation period, because, in gen¬
eral, the lowest tariff reductions are applied to
the sectors with the highest tariffs. Thus, for
example, in most countries the minimum tariff
cut of 15% has been applied to the dairy and

/. The Uruguay Round: A Preliminary Evaluation

of the Impact of the Agreement on Agriculture in
the OECD Countries. OECD Publications. Paris. 1995.
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Some benefit from the new disciplines on trade in grain and other commodities will be felt immediately,
but the major improvements will be visible only after the implementation period, in five years' time.

sugar tariffs which are often measured in
hundreds of percentage points.

Yet tariffication will bring substantial improve¬
ments in the longer term as inflation gradually
erodes those duties which are bound in nomi¬

nal, specific terms (that is. by a particular amount
for a specified quantity of a product) and as
further reductions are negotiated and imple¬
mented. Moreover, the existence of a single,

transparent border measure makes the whole
process of liberalisation easier. A further round
of agricultural negotiations is scheduled to
begin one year before the end of the implement¬
ation period of the present Agreement and this
new negotiation should provide an opportunity
to apply another across-the-board reduction in
agricultural tariffs.

Because il was recognised that the tariffs
resulting from tariffication were likely to be
prohibitive in many cases, the market-access
provisions in the agreement also allow- for trade
flows under the current and minimum-access

provisions - quantitative stipulations which will
operate as tariff quotas. The current-access pro¬
vision guarantees that access which already
existed during the 1986-88 base-period is main

tained or restored, while the minimum-access

provision attempts to open-up new opportuni¬
ties by providing for imports beginning at 3%
and rising to 5% of domestic consumption.

Although these arrangements should gener¬
ate trade flows which would not otherwise have

occurred, they will, for the most part, be in the
form of bilateral or other preferential arrange¬
ments and thus will not necessarily provide
much competitive impetus in agricultural
markers. On the contrary, much of the increased
trade will be 'managed' in one way or another.
A notification process has been set up under the
auspices of the Committee for Agriculture of the
WTO, and the countries affected are currently in
the process of specifying the types of arrange¬
ments which they intend to use to implement
their current and minimum-access obligations.

Domestic

Support

One of the most innovative aspects ol the
Agreement on Agriculture is the discipline on
domestic support. In essence, all OECD coun-

FOCUS

Sanitary and Phytosanitary
Measures

The Uruguay Round contains an important
companion agreement to that on agricult¬
ure- the Agreement cm the Application of
Sanitary and Pbytosanitary Measures
(SPS). Its main provisions are:

measures taken to protect human, anima!
or plant life or health must be based on
scientific principles and shall not be applied
in such a way as to constitute a disguised
trade restriction

as far as possible these measures shall be
based on international standards and

guidelines or recommendations where they
exist

stricter measures can be applied if a
country can show that the international
standard does not give it the appropriate
degree ofprotection: established risk-assess¬
ment procedures should he used and the
objective of minimising adverse trade
effects should always be taken into
account

the equivalence of different measures
miisl be recognised if it can be shown that
the appropriate degree ofprotection is being
achieved.

'the significance of the SPS Agreement is
very difficult to assess partly because it does
not, and cannot, regulate particular poli¬
cies in any specific sense. Because differ¬
ences in geographical and sanitary con¬
ditions make it difficult lo apply uniform
standards and because the appropriate

degree ofprotectionfrom plan/ and animal
pesls and diseases is difficult lo establish on
a precise scientific basis, the agreement has
established general rather than specific
guidelines. Indeed, the effects will depend
in many ways on the spirit in which il is
implemented by governments and on the
operation of the strengthened dispute-settle¬
ment provisions agreed in the Uruguay
Round.
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OfCD Agriculture
after Uruguay

Table 1

Initial Tariffs after Tariffication1

Wheat Refined Sugar Batter Beef

Australia n.a. 53 n.a. n.a.

Canada "90 ' - -H.'-' 351.4 37.9

European Union 173 274 254 174

japan 286 252 . 657 n.a.

Mexico 117 206 50 50

Norway ^H 507 n.a. 4M 405

Switzerland 333 293 1,136 296

United States n.a. 2H m îi.i

n.a. not applicable, usually because the product had already been
tariffied in advance of the conclusion of the Uruguay Round.

1 . Where the tariffs are expressed as specific rates (an amount per
unit) or as a combination of an ad valorem (a percentage) and
specific rates, they have been converted to ad valorem equivalents,
using an appropriate external reference price, usually derived from
the OECD PSE data base. The ad valorem tariffs which are estimated

in this way are indicated by italics*

Source: OECD

tries except Mexico have committed themselves
to a 20% reduction in support by the year 2000 -
as measured by the Aggregate Measurement of
Support' (AMS) - from a 1986-88 base-period.
The AMS is a measure of the monetary value of
the kinds of support held to be the most dis-
tortive of production and trade. Market price sup¬
port, which still dominates agricultural policy in
the OECD area, is represented in the AMS by
the difference between an administered price
and a fixed external reference price. The meas¬
ure does not change with world prices or ex¬
change rates but does vary in line with regu¬
lated prices and with production, Thus, for ex¬
ample, the wheat AMS of the European Union
will fall if the intervention price of wheat falls
but will not increase if market prices rise or world
prices fall. The AMS can therefore be used to
negotiate binding disciplines. But, unlike the
Producer Subsidy Equivalent measured by the
OECD,2 it is not a measure of the value of the

transfers made because of agricultural support
policies, nor can it be used to gauge the extent
of economic distortion caused by agricultural
policies.

Will the AMS discipline therefore have a meas¬
urable impact on the future evolution of agricult

ural policy in the OECD countries? The
answer depends in part on the time-frame
adopted. The effect is likely to be rela¬
tively modest during the implementation
period of the current agreement. Most of
the major OECD players - it is mainly
OECD countries that support their agri¬
cultural sectors and thus that are affected

by this discipline - have already comfort¬
ably met their commitments (Table 2).
There are many reasons. Some are related
to characteristics of the measure itself, and

others to policy developments which have
already occurred. A major factor has been
the exclusion of 'production-limiting pro¬
grammes', also known as the 'blue box',
from the reduction commitment. There is

no requirement to reduce such payments
provided they meet the following con¬
ditions:

the payments are based on fixed areas
or yields

they are made on 85% or less of the base
volume of production

livestock payments are based on a fixed
number of head.

These provisions cover the 'area payments',
which form the main plank of the 1992 reform
of the Common Agricultural Policy of the EC,
and the 'deficiency payments' of the United
States, thereby exempting some very important
measures of support from the discipline of the
AMS. Moreover, the fact that the AMS discipline
applies only to the agricultural sector as a whole
and not to individual products, means that, by-
using the 'blue box' exemption for cereals, both
the United States and the EU have been able to

meet their commitments without reducing dis¬
tortions in other agricultural products. Other
countries, such as New Zealand, Australia and,

more recently, Canada, have embarked on re¬
form involving fairly widespread reductions in,
or elimination of, programmes as part of a gen¬
eral deregulation of the economy as a whole3 or
in attempting to curb budget deficits. As a result
these countries can meet their AMS targets with
large margins of security. Japan has also already
met its commitment, mainly through reductions
in production and in the support price of rice.

Only Norway and Switzerland have been identi¬
fied as having to implement substantive changes
in policy to be able to meet their AMS commit¬
ment.

An important feature of the discipline on
domestic support is the definition and codifica¬
tion of a range of measures which are deemed
not to distort production and trade, or to do so
minimally; they are generally referred to as 'green
box' measures. Their main features are that they
may not be funded by consumers and may not
provide price support to producers; nor should
payments be based on current volumes of pro¬
duction or current use of factors of production.

Not only are payments which meet the 'green
box' criteria exempt from reduction commit¬
ments; they are not subject to a ceiling of any
kind and could increase. Thus, although the bulk
of the programmes covered do indeed distort
trade less than 'blue box' ones, there is still scope
for total transfers to the agricultural sector to in¬
crease without any breach of international obli¬
gations.

The types of programmes which are excluded
if they meet 'green box' criteria include general
services, public stockholding for food security,
domestic food aid, direct payments to pro¬
ducers, income-support decoupled from pro¬
duction or use of factors of production, income-
insurance and safety-net programmes, relief from
natural disasters, structural-adjustment assistance,
and environmental and regional-assistance pro-

2. The Producer Subsidy Equivalent (PSE) measures the

value. In a given year, of the monetary transfers to
agricultural production from consumers of agricultural
products and from taxpayers resulting from a given set
of agricultural policies.

3. Adrian On; 'Spotligbt on New Zealand: Tbe Results

of Openness', The OECD Observer, No. 192, Eebruaiy/
March 1995.

4. Agricultural Markets and Trade in OECD Coun¬

tries: Monitoring and Outlook 1995. OECD Publica¬
tions, Paris. 1995.

5. Article 13 (tbe Due Restraint Provision ') of the
Agreement on Agriculture grants protection from legal
challenge to measures which have been accepted as 'green
box'. Protection is granted also to other measures which
are exempt from tbe reduction requirements (including
'blue box' measures), provided that, on a commodity-
specific basis, payments do not exceed tbefigures decided
during tbe 1992 marketing year. Export subsidies which
are in conformity with the relevant discipline are also
exempt from specific legal challenges.
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Japanese rice is allowed one of the few exceptions to the reductions mandated in tariffs by the year
2000.

Overall, then, it is difficult to see substantial

change in policy arising from the AMS commit¬
ment in the immediate future, even though the
total volume of assistance to agriculture is vety
high - 43% of the value of production for the
OECD as a whole in 19947 In the longer term,
the existence of an all-encompassing discipline
on domestic support, defined in nominal terms
and subject to a 'Peace Clause'" will mean that
effective constraints will eventually be imposed
on the measures that most distort production
and trade. But it is worrying that the 'product¬
ion-limiting' measures remain exempt. These
policies are quite far removed from the sort of
targeted, minimally distorting measures which

Table 2

Domestic Support Commitment, 1993

ion Target AMS' Current Figure

0.3

<62.0

< 4,000.0

0

5.1

< 14.0

1 . 'Aggregate Measurement of Support' by end of implementation
period (2000).

Source: OECD estimates-

Australia A$ 0.5

Canada C$ WÊBBÊ

European Union ECU 61.2

japan , HM 3,973.0

New Zealand NZ$ 0.3

Switzerland ,SF -

United States us$ 19.1

are more desirable and which are specified in
the 'green box'.

Export
Subsidies

The third element of the Agreement on Agri¬
culture is a requirement to reduce subsidies for
exports - a very important aspect of the agree¬
ment and perhaps the one most likely to have
immediate and tangible consequences. The sig¬
natory countries have entered into commitments
on both value and volume of export subsidies,
and these commitments are specific to individual

commodities. By 2000 the value of export
subsidies must be 36% lower than it was

on average over the period 1986-90, and
the volumes of subsidised exports must
be down by 21%. As many export sub¬
sidies had been rising since the base
period, these requirements may prove to
be quite onerous and could indeed stimu¬
late policy changes in a number of prod¬
ucts. Export subsidies on primary agricul¬
tural products that are incorporated into
processed products must also be reduced.
Moreover, no new export subsidies of any
kind will be permitted. On the other hand,
the volumes of export subsidy that are still

permitted could prove disruptive in some
markets and will continue to deprive competi¬
tive producers of market share.

With implementation of the Agreement on
Agriculture now beginning, immediate benefits
will be felt as increased trading opportunities
arise and as export subsidies begin to be scaled
back. But many of the systemic changes intro¬
duced - chief among them tariffication and the
explicit discipline on the AMS - will not be trans¬
lated into tangible, substantial improvements in
the trading environment or in agricultural policy
until the end of the implementation period in
2000 and beyond.

Indeed, the full significance of the Round can
be judged only in the light of experience during
the implementation period. There is still some
uncertainty about how the various disciplines
will work in practice. Much also depends on the
outcome of the further round on agricultural
negotiations scheduled to begin a year before
the end of the implementation of the current

agreement.

The current agreement already contains
features which will become more constraining
over time - the binding of domestic support and
export subsidies in nominal base-period values,
for example. Other pressures - not least from
budget deficits - will also play a role, as will
issues, now gaining in importance, involving the
environment and equity between sectors. If the
opportunity is taken to build on and deepen the
disciplines already adopted in the Uruguay
Round, the long-term objective to establish a fair
and market-oriented agricultural trading system
and to bring about substantial reductions in
support and protection is within reach.
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Towards Sustainable

Agriculture
Leo Maier and Ronald Steenblik

The OECD countries are committed to thepursuit ofsustainable
agriculture. Whatpolicy changes would steerfarmers ' activities
towards this goal?1

The goal of sustainable develop¬
ment - in any sector of economic
activity - is for the current generation
to satisfy its essential requirements
without compromising the ability of

future generations to provide for theirs. One of
the most basic of these requirements is food.
Although many countries of the world are strug¬
gling to obtain adequate nutrition for their grow¬
ing populations, OECD countries are for the most
part amply supplied with food, either from
domestic supplies or from imports. With the evo¬
lution of modern farming methods, agricultural
output has increased at a faster rate than popu¬
lation growth, with the result that many OECD
countries have become net exporters of food.

There is little doubt that agricultural output
from the OECD region can be kept at current
volumes, or even be expanded. Whether it could
be maintained indefinitely without degrading
natural capital - productive soils, clean water,
biodiversity and attractive landscape - is less
immediately obvious. More intensive use of farm
machinery, water for irrigation, chemicals and
hybrid seeds has enabled farmers in OECD coun¬
tries to increase yields from a more or less fixed
supply of land. But such improvements in pro¬
ductivity have often been accompanied by
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soil degradation, salt encrustation, polluted
groundwater and loss of genetic diversity. In
many cases these problems have been aggra¬
vated by agricultural policies, especially those
which distort price-signals by linking support to
agricultural commodities or disguising the true
costs of agricultural inputs.

All OECD countries, as signatories to Agenda
21 of the UK Conference on Environment and

Development (box, right), endorse the concept
of sustainable development and are thus com¬
mitted to applying its principles to all sectors of
their economies, including agriculture. In
moving their agricultural sectors onto a more
sustainable path, they will have to make further
progress in reforming agricultural and related
trade policies, reducing environmental damage
from agricultural production, and improving the
coherence between agricultural and environ¬
mental policies.

The reform of agricultural policy, through
lowering overall support and enhancing the
role of market signals, was agreed by OECD
Ministers in 1987. Although reform has been
underway in some OECD countries in recent

years, the overall volume of support in many
OECD countries remains high. The reform pro¬
cess wras given added impetus last year by the
Agreement on Agriculture, an outcome of the
broader GATT Uruguay round of trade negotia¬
tions. This agreement calls upon signatories,
among other things: to eliminate non-tariff
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barriers to trade through tariffication; to reduce
subsidies to agricultural exports; and to reduce
production-linked support to agriculture in gen¬
eral.' On the whole, these changes to national
agricultural policies should help to improve the
allocation of resources both domestically and
internationally, reduce incentives to over-use
polluting chemical inputs and to farm fragile,
low-yielding land, and increase the market
orientation of producers - all of which should
generally benefit the environment.

But policy reform, by changing price signals
and incentives, can bring about changes in the
intensity, composition and location of agricult¬
ural production, the environmental effects of
which are likely to vary widely from location to
location. How these dynamic processes are
linked is imperfectly understood. The least that
can be said with any confidence at this point is
that the reform of agricultural policies is necess¬
ary to move the sector closer to sustainability,
but it may have to be complemented by other
measures that are targeted to specific environ¬
mental concerns that emerge as the effects work
their way through.

The complexity of the interrelationships
among agricultural practices and their environ¬
mental impact is mirrored in the diversity of
national programmes to promote sustainable
agriculture. OECD countries use different
measures in ttying to limit environmental dam¬
age and to enhance the environmental benefits

of sustainable agriculture. Virtually all the OECD
countries are helping farmers adopt practices and
technologies that are more readily sustainable.5
An important component in the programmes of
most countries, for example, is integrated pest
management (IPM), an approach to controlling
crop pests that strives to maximise reliance on
natural controls and to minimise the amount and

frequency of chemical treatment. For instance,
glasshouse vegetable growers in Northern
Europe now make widespread use of small,
predatory wasps to control insect pests. Farmers
are often finding that by adopting such IPM tech¬
niques they not only reduce pressures on the
environment but save money as well.

Governments are also re-examining their laws
on pollution and similar issues linked with agri-
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culture. Because agricultural pollution is derived
from a number of dispersed sources and there¬
fore is difficult to monitor directly, governments

have usually focused their efforts on encour¬
aging change in methods of cultivation, on regu¬
lating the types of chemicals available lo
farmers or taxing their use, and on limiting the
numbers of livestock per hectare of pasture, in
some cases as a condition of continuing eligibi¬
lity for support programmes. But since the OECD
countries are committed to reducing such pro¬
duction-linked support, the long-run effective¬
ness of these 'cross-compliance' measures in
achieving environmental objectives is question¬
able. Assuring coherence between agricultural
and environmental policies as the sector moves
to a more durable position - one influenced by
market forces - will remain a major challenge in

the years to come.
Not all of the effects of agriculture on the

environment are harmful, of course. Fields and

pastures, along with forests4 and other natural
areas, form part of the rural landscape. Agricult¬
ural land, and especially the borders between
agricultural and wooded land, often provide
important habitats and feeding areas for wild¬
life. Land, or the soil itself, plays an important
function in the hydrological cycle and in
cleansing the air of such noxious gases as
ammonia. It can help in controlling flooding. And
farmers often provide other senices for the public
good, such as keeping streams cleared of
debris, extinguishing brush fires, and in acting
in general as stewards of the countryside.

Markets can fail to reflect the full value of

these 'positive externalities' in the prices of agri¬
cultural land or in its produce. It has been
argued that farmers in some countries already
receive ample compensation for the benefits gen¬
erated by agriculture, through existing subsidies.
Bui where such output-linked subsidies are

I Sustainable Agriculture: Issues and Policies.
OECD Publications. Paris, forthcoming 1995.

2. See pp. 32-35.

3. Towards Sustainable Agricultural Production:
Cleaner Technologies OECD Publications, Paris. 1994.

4. See pp. 38-40.

5. Philippe Mubeim and Priscillti Salant. 'Capturing tbe
Value of Rural Assets; The OECD Observer No. 19(1.
October/November 1994.

FOCUS

Agendo 21
Though the concept ofsustainable develop¬
ment is open to a aide range ofpossible
interpretations, a broad definition has
nevertheless proved useful lo policy-makers,
who have turned to il as a central guiding

principle for integrating environmental
concerns into their policies. At the June
1992 United Salions Conference on Envi¬
ronment and Development (UNCED) in Rio
de Janeiro, 110 countries officially en¬

dorsed the concept and adopted an action
plan for achieving sustainable development
during the 21st century. Among the signa¬
tories to Ibis plan, designated 'Agenda 2V,
were all the member countries of the OECD.

Agenda 21 is intended lo serve both as a
commonly agreed internationalframework
for action at various strata ofgovernment,
and to provide a basis for assessing
progress. Its 40 chapters cut across the
issues of sustainable development from dif¬
ferent angles. Some address socio-economic
objectives, others resources, and still others
particular sectors. Chapter 14 deals specifi¬
cally with the promotion of sustainable
agriculture and rural development, and is
linked to chapters covering management of
land resources: deforestation; managing
fragile ecosystems: combating desertifi¬
cation and drought; biological diversity;

and the quality and supply of freshwater
resources.

being reduced, many governments are looking
for ways to pay farmers directly for specified
environmental services. Several already offer
area-based payments lo farmers who refrain from
cultivating or spraying their crops during
periods of the year when birds, butterflies and
bees are most at risk, or who prevent meadows
and pastures from reverting to scrub."

One type of environmental scheme that is
becoming increasingly popular, especially in
Europe, is the management agreement: a way
of paying farmers for adopting farming practices

deemed to be beneficial to the environment.

Some types of agreements compensate farmers
for any loss of income resulting from the adopt¬
ion of the specified practices; others are targeted
more to specific environmental outcomes and
determine payments on the basis of the value of
the expected benefits (this value may be more
or less than the income foregone). What consti¬
tutes the best mix of laws and incentives differs

from one country to another, depending on the
nature of the demand for 'senices' in question
and on the legal or customary definitions of rights
and obligations attached to the ownership or
management of land.

Over the long run, moving agriculture onto a
sustainable path and maintaining il there will
require a mix of persuasion, financial incentives
and disincentives, and other instruments as ap¬

propriate. In order to get the mix right, govern¬
ments will have to work closely with farmers
and farming associations, providing access to
education and training and creating the right
conditions for the adoption of more environ¬
mentally friendly production methods and tech¬
nology. The maximum effectiveness of such
policies can be achieved only if the distortions
in production caused by agricultural subsidies
are reduced.
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Farmers, Forestry
and the Environment
Gérard Bonnis

Does forestry offerfarmers a chance to diversify their income
and improve the environment at the same time? The answer
depends on a mix ofhistorical circumstances, local ecological
characteristics, market conditions and the policyframework.1

The attitudes of farmers to forestry vary
considerably across OECD countries.
In Alpine and Scandinavian countries,
for example, trees have always been
closely associated with farming,

either as an integral part of their farming activi¬
ties or as an additional source of income and

employment for themselves or their families. In
North America and Australia, by contrast, trees
play little or no part in farm resources.

Deforestation in what is now the OECD area

reached a peak at the end of the 19th century,
as trees were felled mainly to clear land held to
be more profitably suited to agriculture, with the
food demands of a growing population (not least
in the colonial settlements of the New World) a

driving factor. From the beginning of the 20th
century forest cover started to re-establish itself
as a result of reforestation policies, a decline in
population growth, higher agricultural product¬
ivity, and a clearer perception of the protective
value of forests to the environment.

The recent reforms of agricultural policy
underway in some OECD countries, reinforced
by the conclusion of the Uruguay Round of trade
negotiations,2 could have important implications
for forestry on farms. First, where price support
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to commodities is reduced, there will be less

incentive to expand agricultural production on
marginal land, Second, in many countries the
process of reform will involve shifts from price
support to direct payments to farmers.3 Some of
these payments are intended to encourage
farmers to plant and maintain trees on farms,
especially in ways that enhance the environment.

The Pros and Cons

of Farm Forestry
Farm forestry involves both tree-planting and

the management of existing woods on farm land.
It can call on the use of farm resources for for¬

estry off the farm, not least in state, communal
or private forests, and also includes forestry
operations on land released by agriculture.

Farm forestry can help to fulfil many funct¬
ions: growing timber and other commercial
forest products; providing environmental bene¬
fits; and contributing to rural development by
helping create employment, generate income and
manage the countryside.4 In New Zealand the
intercropping' of trees with livestock product¬
ion has proved to offer good financial returns -
and without help from the public purse. There
were several reasons for the substantial increase

in forestry investment by pastoral farmers in New
Zealand in the early 1990s: an ability to finance
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investment options; a sharp reduction of agri¬
cultural subsidies; substantial increases in inter¬

national log prices; and a growing appreciation
that sustainable land-management is enhanced
through diversification,

Trees, moreover, can play a role in improv¬
ing the microclimatic conditions for agricultural
production by, for example, reducing the inten¬
sity of light, wind-speed and differences in temp¬
erature, and by increasing relative humidity.
Forest cover helps prevent soil erosion and
water pollution, and can improve wildlife habi¬
tat. The magnitude of all these benefits will
depend on the size and composition of farm
woodlands and their location. In some areas,

for instance, the scattering of farm woodlands
increases the social value of the landscape and
helps maintain biodiversity. But farm forestry can
also damage the environment by, say, increas¬
ing the acidity of the soil or removing its min¬
eral salts where inappropriate species are planted
or ill-adapted cultivation techniques employed.

Farm forestry can also serve social ends, con¬
tributing to the maintenance of farm communi¬
ties in disadvantaged, depopulated or remote
regions, as part of rural-development or territo¬
rial-management policies. The well-being of
many farm households depends increasingly on
non-agricultural income and employment opport¬
unities available in rural areas. s The participa¬
tion of farmers in remunerative activities in

forestry and related sectors, such as the timber
industry and rural tourism, may help them and
their families to diversify their sources of income.

/. Forestry, Agriculture and the Environment, OECD

Publications, Paris, forthcoming 1995.

2. See pp. 32-35.

3. WilfridLegg, Direct Paymentsfor Farmers? ', The OECD

Observer, No. 185. December 1993/fanuaty 1994.

4. Bernard Lane and Kenfi Yosbinaga, 'Niche Markets
for the Rural World'. The OECD Observer. No. 190.
October/November 1994.

5. Catherine Moreddu, 'Farm Household Incomes', The

OECD Observer, No. 194. June/July 1995.
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Yet there may be policy, economic and struct¬
ural barriers to farmers' using part of their land
or labour in forestry. Agricultural policies are a
major influence on a farmer's decision whether
to plant trees, grow crops or keep animals. High
volumes of support and protection to the agri¬
cultural sector have impeded the transmission
of market signals to farmers and stimulated pro¬
duction of agricultural commodities, sometimes
in environmentally sensitive areas. Such policies
have distorted relative prices, land values and
returns, and increased the relative attraction of

agricultural production over forestry.
Environmental regulations may also consti¬

tute obstacles by, for example, limiting the
period and amplitude of farm forest exploita¬
tion. And land-use policies, zoning and plan¬
ning in particular, can also affect the spread of
farm forestry by likewise placing constraints on
the rights of ownership. Furthermore, the price
producers receive for their timber may not
include all net public environmental benefits
from forests.

There are, moreover, risks from investing in
an activity that will reap uncertain benefits in
the distant future. Prospects for profitable large-
scale tree-planting on farms to produce indus¬
trial wood may thus be limited, in view of the
long-term investment it requires. And there may
be market obstacles through, for instance, im¬
ports of cheap timber from countries which sub¬
sidise their forestry production.

There are also structural factors that affect the

possible transfer of farm resources to forestry
uses: the size of farms and their fragmentation,
group- or part-time farming, closeness to towns
and cities, the threshold of farm viability, the
age of farmers, the type of tenure, and whether
or not an heir is available to take over the farm.

What Policy
Response?

The 'first-best' policy approach to establish¬
ing a sustainable and efficient use of land and
labour between forestry and agriculture is to
reduce assistance to agriculture. The reform of
agricultural policy would remove some of the

Trees, or crops, or animals? A wide range of policies influences a farmer's decision on whether - or mot¬
to practise forestry.

obstacles and could thus provide new incent¬
ives to the development of profitable farm for¬
estry. But it is unlikely that reform on its own
would be sufficient. Where farm forestry is not
viable under market conditions, the only sound
case for policy intervention is if there are market

imperfections such that the market on its own is
deemed not to be producing sufficient public-
environmental benefits.

Where environmental benefits are already
captured by farmers in their private revenues
(such as soil and w;ater conservation and the
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Investing in large-scale forestry may not be an option for farmers who find the time-scale too long.

provision of shelter for crops and livestock, and
through other means that can enhance the value
of the farm for tourism), it is difficult to see a

role for policy intervention. Where they are not,
the enhancement of the environment could be

a compelling argument in favour of policies to
support farm forestry. Contrarily, where farm for¬
estry causes environmental damage, the Polluter-
Pays Principle should apply: farmers respons¬
ible for causing pollution should bear the costs
of meeting the prevention and control measures
required.

Some effort should nevertheless be made to

measure the value of these positive and nega¬
tive externalities to help in defining the nature
and magnitude of any policy response. Studies
undertaken to measure and evaluate the non-

market environmental benefits of forests offer

help in assessing to what extent the existing

policy approaches compensate farmers and
others engaged in forestry for otherwise
unremunerated but beneficial 'public' services -
say, protection against natural hazards in moun¬
tain areas, such as avalanches, landslides, falling
stones and floods. For example, estimates have
been made of the value of the non-priced in¬
formal recreation on the Forestry Commission
estates in Great Britain.

Different policy approaches to farm forestty
are being implemented across OECD countries.
Some rely heavily on markets to allocate
resources between agriculture and forestry,
limiting government intervention to providing
education and information; the Farm Forestry
Programme in Australia is one such example.
Other approaches are more interventionist,
actively encouraging farm forestry - the
European Union allows its member countries to

assist forestry measures in agri¬
culture, partly financed by the EU
itself.

Of course, forestry is not the
only option for farmers looking for
ways of diversifying their sources
of income from alternative uses of

farm resources or from outside

agriculture. Less intensive forms of
agricultural production may be
both cost-effective and environ¬

mentally beneficial.
Moreover, any policy inten'ent-

ion does not necessarily imply
giving subsidies to farmers: that
would am the risk of repeating in
forestry the mistakes that policy
reforms are now seeking to address
in agriculture as a whole. The dis¬
semination of information, the pro¬
vision of advice and training, and
the easing of distortions caused
through zoning, land-use restrict¬
ions and taxation may be more
appropriate. Not least, it is impor¬
tant to ensure that policies on for¬
estry, agriculture and the environ¬
ment are more coherent.
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Energy

Analysis

Voluntary Approaches
for Energy-related

l^r W throug

CO? Abatement
Lee Solsbery and Peter Wiederkehr

Command-and-control regulation is not the only option for
governments seeking to reduce emissions ofgreenhouse gases.
Voluntary agreements between governments and the private
sector areproving more and more popular.1

Under the UN Framework Convent¬

ion on Climate Change, signed in
Rio de Janeiro in 1992. the
member countries of the Inter¬

national Energy Agency (IEA) have
committed themselves to restraining global
climate change and slowing the rise of atmo¬
spheric concentrations of greenhouse gases. But
they also have to balance these considerations
with economic, energy and environmental
objectives. No single policy or measure is enough
to achieve the desired results. The past few years
have seen increased interest in economic instru¬

ments to address these goals, such as eco-taxes,2
incentives for switching to fuels with lower
carbon content and changes in particular taxes.

Governments are often increasingly reluctant
to resort to heavy fiscal or regulatory require¬
ments on firms that, to survive, must compete in

Lee Solsbery is ! lead of the Energy and Environment
Division, where Peter Wiederkehr also works, of

the Long-Term Co-operation and Policy Analysis
Office of the International Energy Agency at the
OECD.

global markets. They are thus turning to innova¬
tive ways of working with industry as a sector or
even with individual factories to achieve the

mutual objectives of industrial and other public
policies, embracing the whole spectrum of
energy security, environmental protection and
international commitments on trade and indust¬

rial competitiveness. Such voluntary approaches
(VAs) between government and the private
sector offer a policy option that could prove a
substantial help in achieving the goals cost-
effectively.

The first energy-related VAs were developed
in the late 1970s, soon after the oil crisis. The

primary concern then was energy security, and
the programmes thus focused on improving
energy-efficiency and reducing the consumption
of fossil fuels for heat, power and transport. One
of the oldest voluntary energy programmes
among IEA countries is the Canadian Industry
Programme for Energy Consereation (CIPEC). It
includes over 700 companies, representing about
70% of energy used by all industry and calls for
promoting and monitoring of energy-efficiency

41

hout the Canadian manufacturing and

mining industries. It continues today as part of
the government's programme on climate change.

In the 1980s policies were focused primarily
on the effective implementation, revision and
extension of existing energy and environmental
regulations, and were beginning to explore the
additional policy tools, including economic in¬
struments, financial and fiscal instruments in

particular (taxes and charge systems, for ex¬
ample). At that point, most activity on VAs was
directed at the transport sector in order to
reduce fuel-use when oil-prices were high. Vol¬
untary programmes on fuel-efficiency for new-
passenger cars were introduced between 1978
and 1980 by eight IEA countries (Australia.
Canada, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, Sweden
and the United Kingdom). The agreements were
negotiated primarily between energy ministries
and automobile manufacturers' associations and

importers. All European countries and Canada
achieved the goals originally set, and programmes
ended between 1985 and 1988 as planned. With
petrol prices dropping in 1985, interest in fuel-
efficiency improvements waned considerably
and voluntary programmes were not extended
beyond 1988.

Other VAs were introduced in the household

and industry sectors to reduce energy con¬
sumption, as with the agreement initiated in
1980 in Germany between the government and
the manufacturers of household appliances to
improve the efficiency of refrigerators, dish¬
washers, washing machines, electric ovens and
water-heaters.

Since the beginning of the 1990s, under grow¬
ing pressure to reduce emissions of greenhouse
gases and stimulated by the commitments con¬
tained in the UN Framework Convention on

/, Voluntary Approaches for Mitigating Energy-
Related CO, Emissions. IEA/OECD Publications. Paris,

forthcoming 1995.

2.Jean-Philippe Barde and Jobanes Baptist Opscboor,
'Front Stick to Carrot in tbe Environment', The OECD

Observer, No. 186, Februaiy/Marcb 1994.
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FOCUS

k Cr/cf of Voluntary Approaches

Measures Number Energy-efficiency Fuel-switching Promotion

of Energy-related and Conservation and Cleaner Energy of Renewable Energy
Voluntary

Approaches (Countries) (Countries) (Countries)

(Number
Sector of Countries)

Energy 40 - Use of combined heat and - Use of natural gas and Use of wind-power,
Production and (12) power for electricity production landfill gas, reduction of photovoltaic
Transformation (A, B, DK, D, |, E, UK) losses (D, NL, E, USA) biomass/wood and

- Energy audits and efficiency - Promotion of gas district- hydro power for
campaigns (D, j, NL, USA) heating (D, DK) electricity production

- C02 reduction goals (D, NL, USA) - NOx reductions (NL, j) (DK, F, D, |, NL, E, CH, S)

Industrial 110 - Corporate efficiency commitments - Use of lower-carbon Increasing use of
Processes (22) or C02 reduction targets for large fuels, natural gas, landfill renewable energy

energy users (AUS, B, CAN, [DK], gas (J, S, CH, USA) ([1], S, CH)

SF, [F], D, HE, [1], j, NL, P, E, S, CH, - Cleaner production,
[TR], USA) material recovery and

- Energy audits and efficiency recycling (D, J, USA)
campaigns (AUS, A, B, IRL, ],
NZ, N, UK)

Residential, 40 - Labelling and efficiency standards - Promotion of natural gas Use of wood-energy
Commercial, (13) for electrical appliances (CAN, B, for district heating for public buildings
Institutional [DK], CH), lighting (F, USA), for

fridges/freezers (IRL, NL, UK, USA),
and for washing machines and
dishwashers (IRL)

- Building/home efficiency rating
(AUS, CAN, [DK], SF, F, NL, S, CH,

UK, USA)

(D, NL, DK)
- Promotion of tree-

planting in communities
(USA) and reforestation

(D,|)

(F)

Transport 15 - Fuel-efficiency targets for new cars Promotion of natural-gas
(10) (CAN, D, j, [CH], [UK]

-Global reduction of fuel

consumption for road transport
(AUS, NL, SF)

- Development of super-efficient
motor vehicles (USA)

vehicles (F, J, USA),

alternative fuels (USA),
and electric vehicles (F, J,

USA)

Note: country codes according to vehicle registration plates
[ ] action proposed or planned

Source: !EA
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Analysis

Climate Change, energy-related VAs have seen a
revival and their number has increased rapidly.
Almost till the LEA countries have now intro¬

duced, or are considering, VAs for mitigating
greenhouse-gas emissions derived from the pro¬
duction and consumption of energy. Most have
been with industry, industrial consumers and
manufacturers, chiefly addressing energy con¬
servation and improving energy-efficiency, but
there is also increasing use of VAs to improve
fuel-efficiency of motor vehicles. Examples in
the industrial sector are the Industry Agreements
on Energy Conservation in the Netherlands,
which include .specific energy-efficiency targets
for 21 branches of industry (for instance, iron
and steel, chemicals, glass, cement, textiles,
paper, electric electronics, food industries, and
so on) covering more than 70% of industrial

energy use.

What Constitutes

a Voluntary Approach?
Generally, there are two types of voluntary

approaches: informal activities where the
parties entering into the programme with the
government set their own targets and often do
their own monitoring and reporting, and more
formal approaches, where there is a form of eon-
tract between government and industry, and
negotiated targets with commitments and time
schedules on the part of all participating parties,

Voluntarv approaches are hardly ever em¬
ployed in isolation, since they form only a
portion of the instruments used by governments
in policy intervention. They are sometimes ex¬
pressly combined with other measures, includ¬
ing financial incentives for using clean and fuel
efficient technologies, as well as funding for tech¬
nology demonstration, market introduction and
deployment of such technologies. Figure 1 shows
the shares of voluntarv- approaches relative to
all reported measures in 15 countries address¬
ing primarily CO, emissions in four sectors.
Among all the greenhouse-gas policies and
measures that are included by these countries in
their national reports to the UN under the
Climate Convention, VAs accounted for about

20

10 '

o £

one in ten of the initiatives

being pursued. Energy-
related VAs are now being
increasingly used in a
number of countries and.

consequently, also their
shares m the total bundle of

measures are increasing.

The state of develop¬
ment of voluntary pro¬
grammes, their role and the
priority they are given vary
considerably from country
to country. The VAs of many
countries are only in the

planning or developing
stage. Others have already
been adopted, with detailed
monitoring and reporting
requirements in order to
track progress (box. left).

In a survey undertaken
by the IliA. more than 200
different voluntary actions
and programmes have been
reported across the OECD
area, .Approximately two-
thirds of these VAs were

focusing on industrial processes and power-
production. They often take the form of volunt¬
ary agreements with branch associations as well
as individual companies, using the more formal
approach of contracts which include specific
long-term commitments and targets, typically
between five to ten years, beginning in 1990
and going tip to 2000 or beyond. The majority
of these agreements aim at improving
energy-efficiency by around 10-20%, but do not
explicitly define goals for reductions in CO.
emissions.

The scope of the VAs varies widely, but the
range of options covers the whole cycle ot in¬
dustrial activities, from resource extraction, main¬

tenance, support and production activities, to
more efficient transmission and the reduction ol

losses in the distribution of energy. VAs seem to
work best with medium-sized to large com¬

panies and sectors that have a higher degree of
organisation and structure assuring a higher in-

Figure 1

Voluntary Approaches by Sector, 1994
%

r&

lZ>-~-

Il
c?jT

A I greenhouse-gas
policies and measures

Voluntary approaches

Source: FCCC

tensitv of participation: electric utilities, chemi¬
cal industries, fuel production, cement and pulp
and paper industries, for instance.

In several countries, less formal VAs have also

been used as 'corporate commitment campaigns',
either by individual companies or by industrial
associations, to promote improvements in
energy-efficiency, increasing use of combined
heat/power production, cleaner fuels, renewable
energy sources, and to engage industry in re¬
ducing greenhouse-gas emissions. In exchange.
the participating companies are given public
acknowledgement by government, and may re¬
ceive other benefits, such as technical support,
subsidies (in the form of financial incentives),

or exemptions from other mandatory require¬
ments. The branches of industry primarily
targeted for these types of commitments are large
companies, often in energy-intensive sectors like
steel, aluminium, refineries, chemicals, cement,
glass, pulp and paper, and fertiliser production;
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Voluntary Approaches
for Energy- related
CO? Abatement

and the participants in efficiency campaigns are
frequently large manufacturing and distribution
companies.

VAs in the residential, commercial and insti¬

tutional sector account for some 40 activities re¬

ported by the majority of IEA countries, about a
fifth of the total. Almost all measures addressed

energy-efficiency improvements in heating, cool¬
ing and lighting, and use of appliances and
mechanical systems. Specific targets were set in
seven countries for energy-efficiency improve¬
ments in appliances (Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
Switzerland and the United States) and build¬

ings (Canada, the Netherlands and Switzerland).
Many VAs addressed improvements to energy-
efficiency in new and old buildings, fuel switch¬
ing from electricity to gas and district heating,
and improvements in equipment. Since appli¬
ances, equipment and buildings have a relatively
long life-span, it is important that long-term
signals, in the form of (for example) voluntary
efficiency standards or targets, be given to manu¬
facturers, producers and consumers alike. The
main aim of these VAs has been

to influence consumer choice

in a range of products which
meet a minimum standard of

energy-efficiency. In this way,
the onus is placed on the manu¬
facturer or builder to provide
products that meet minimum
standards of performance.

Voluntary approaches in
transport account for less than
a tenth of the 200 VAs reported
to the IEA. They seem to be on
the increase, though far less
than the proportion of
greenhouse-gas emissions from
transport would suggest. Ten
IEA countries reported about IS
different VAs, targeting exclu¬
sively motor vehicles and road
transport fuel use. whereas
other modes of transport - like
aviation, which is experiencing
high rates of growth - have not
been addressed. They aim at:
improving fuel efficiency of in

dividual vehicles, primarily automobiles (Canada,
Germany, Japan, Switzerland, LJnited Kingdom);
reducing fuel-consumption in transport
(Australia, Finland); maximising efficiency of
freight transport and logistics (the Netherlands);
and promoting the development of a new gen¬
eration of vehicles, natural-gas and alternative-
fuels vehicles (France. Japan, the Liiited States).

Monitoring is essential to determine the
effectiveness of any energy or environmental pro¬
gramme. Several of the programmes now in place
have monitoring systems that measure changes
in energy consumption and then extrapolate the
reductions in emissions. Specific national pro¬
grammes for multisectorial reporting of
greenhouse-gas emissions have been established
for the VAs in the Netherlands and Switzerland

and are now being developed in Australia. The
United States has chosen a different approach,
asking individual companies and organisations
to measure emissions and to report them based
on detailed guidelines issued by the government;
and also monitoring trends in energy and

Figure 2

Typology of Voluntary Approaches, 1994

7':''".7>
77;1717I§7--

Low

Energy Production
and Transformation

Industrial

Processes

Degree of Structure

Residential,

Commercial,
Institutional

Transport

Note: figures inside symbols indicate the number of countries having that type of voluntary actions
Source: IEA

related emissions in individual industries and

nationally through existing statistical reporting
and survey programmes.

Stick

or Carrot?

VAs can be distinguished according to the
degree that they are legally compulsory. They
can also be rather generic or highly detailed in
their definition of the actions, content, sectors

affected, the instruments and tools used, and so

on. The degree of detail and structure of a VA
may be judged according to its specificity: it may
cover, for example, only one sector or group
generically, or address several economic sect¬
ors with numerous branches and activities, or

modes of transport - a criterion referred to as
'degree of structure'. Using these distinction
criteria, a typology can be established for the
various VAs (Figure 2),

The majority of VAs in the industry and resi¬
dential/commercial sectors use

medium low- compulsion and
are moderately structured, illus¬
trating the flexible nature of
these approaches. An example
of a highly structured but
low-compulsion approach is the
programme 'Voluntary Reporting
of Greenhouse Gases' for all

sectors of the US economy, in
which there is no compulsion
to participate but where there
are extensive guidelines to be
followed for those who choose

to do so. The Dutch agreements
with branches of industry are
highly structured and Lise rather
high compulsion: they are form¬
al agreements which can be
Lisecl in the licensing process by
local authorities, Canada's VA on

fuel efficiency for automobiles

is an example of a higher com¬
pulsion but unstructured ap¬
proach: the target is defined only
globally for the new vehicle fleet

High

Multisectorial
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Construction is one of the sectors where voluntary approaches have been employed to improve energy-efficiency and thus reduce CO., emissions.

of a manufacturer or importer with no require¬
ments for how it is to be met but with the threat,

if the fuel-efficiency target is not met, that man¬
datory standards will be issued. The agreements
in Australia, Germany and Japan are similar:
automobile manufacturers are committed to

meeting specific fuel-efficiency targets for the
new automobile fleet but there is no threat of

future mandatory standards.
The main reasons for adopting VAs are to

increase the involvement of firms in reducing

greenhouse-gas emissions, to increase motiva¬
tion and responsibilities of industry and con¬
sumers alike in achieving environmental object¬
ives, and to use policy instruments that are
better adapted to the economic and competitive
context. Past and present experience shows that,
properly designed, VAs can achieve additional
policy objectives, sometimes even exceeding
those of minimum regulatory standards, and help
integrate economic and environmental goals. But

VAs are not without drawbacks: their effective¬

ness may depend on how- they are structured or
how closely monitored they are, and on an
extent of participation that assures good sector¬
ial coverage and prevents 'free-riders' taking
short-term advantage from non-participation.
They can be expected to provide more flexible
and 'tailored' solutions matching the specific tech¬
nical and economic conditions, and they impli¬
citly or explicitly recognise and accommodate
the enormous diversity within the industrial and
commercial sectors.

From the voluntary programmes currently in
operation, it is evident that there is generally a
high degree of commitment and interest of the
parties involved in designing and delivering
them. Nevertheless, there are concerns about the

effectiveness and measurability of voluntary pro¬
grammes. Some governments are therefore

giving considerable priority to improving the
design and scope of VAs as part of their
strategies to respond to climate-change. If VAs
are to play a central role in policy, they have to
be designed and implemented with attention paid
to monitoring, reporting and evaluation.
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Spotlight

Qermany
The Structures

of Corporate
Governance

Jorgen Elmeskov

Theconcept of 'corporate governance'
comprises the relationships between
all the institutions and individuals

directly or indirectly involved in
decision-making in an enterprise,

including shareholders/owners, managers,
employees, lenders, suppliers and customers.
The governance structures of companies are
shaped by the institutional and regulatory envi¬
ronment and may have important effects on the
performance of the economy as a whole through
their impact on financing costs and structures,
planning horizons and investment behaviour,
start-up activity and the survival of new firms,
personnel and remuneration policy, investment
in firm-specific human capital, as well as inform¬
ation policies.1

Governance structures differ markedly across
countries, reflecting - and also shaping - differ¬
ent structural features of the enterprise sector.
Among its characteristics in Germany is the im¬
portance of small and medium-sized unincorp¬
orated companies as well as a concentration of
ownership in individual enterprises. At the same
time, the stock market plays a more limited role

Jorgen lllmesko* works in the Country Studies [I
Division of {be OECD fournîmes Dep.irlnK.-nl

The OECD OBSERVER No. 1960ctobei Xovember 1995

than in some English-speaking countries, so that
listed companies are relatively few.

One of the dominant features of German

enterprises is the inside' nature of their govern¬
ance systems. Indeed, one might characterise the
German model as relying on continuous moni¬
toring of company performance by all interested
'stakeholders', who have a long-term relation¬
ship with the firm, who are permanently engaged
in important aspects of decision-making and
wiio, in the event of dissatisfaction with corpo¬
rate performance, take action to correct man¬
agement decisions through internal channels. In
larger incorporated firms, stakeholder influence
is exerted through participation in supervisory
boards.

Tills governance structure reflects and is re¬
flected in the financing structure of enterprises.
Internal funds are relatively important as a source
of finance, whereas the issuance of new equity
is minor; borrowing from banks is the main
external source of finance. Smaller firms in

particular tend to rely heavily on bank finance.
In addition to their role as creditors, banks are

among the important shareholders and their in¬
fluence on the tunning of listed companies is
enhanced by the practice of proxy voting at
shareholder meetings on behalf of share-

46

owners who have deposited their shares with
banks.

Economic

Advantages
Continuous inside monitoring of actions taken

by management goes a long way towards allevi¬
ating the so-called 'principal-agent' conflict: in
this instance, how do shareholders, the princi¬
pals, ensure that management, their agents, who
tend to be better informed about the current state

of the firm, behave so as to maximise the value

of shareholdings? In countries which rely more
heavily on external control through the stock
market, the threat of take-over may act as a dis¬
ciplining device on management, in Germany,
the more marked cohesion between owners and

managers may explain why take-over activity is
relatively calm and performance-related pay rare.
Moreover, the relative unimportance of external
control exercised through the stock market and
the limited recourse to equity as a source of
finance explain why the pressure on firms to
supply external information has so far been
limited, although disclosure policies are being
reviewed by companies in the light of Ef '
requirements. The emphasis on credit as an out¬
side source of finance is reflected in, but may
also reflect, a bankruptcy code, scheduled to
expire in 1999. which gives a high weight to
securing creditor interests, and the generally quite
cautious accounting conventions, which provide
a cushion in times of difficulty,

Among the benefits of a governance system
which relies heavily on long-term relationships
and on credit as a source of finance seem to be

that firms have a high probability of surviving
and enhanced possibilities of growing without
having to seek a listing on the stock market. It is
sometimes claimed that the absence of take-over

threats and possibly lower financing costs
(because of efficiencies in the transmission ot'

information) also allow enterprises to take a
longer-term approach to business, but that is
rather a moot point. German firms are active in

F OECD Economic Surveys: Germany, OECD Publi¬
cations, l'a ris. 1995
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Indicators

GDP

% change from previous year
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undertaking R&D within their fields of opera¬
tion and, to the extent that this reflects low-

financing costs, these may again reflect the
extra stability imparted by the governance
structure (as well as by continuously low
inflation).

Possible

Drawbacks

New firms, by contrast, evidently do not
benefit from existing relationships and. in the
high-tech sector, investment often has an in¬
tangible character which does not lend itself
easily to collateralisatton or outside finance in

general. There seems to be evidence thai
German firms, while investing heavily in R&D,
have revealed a comparative disadvantage in the
production of high-tech goods. The potential
deficiency in establishing new firms in know-

Unemployment
% of labour force

Germany
l OECD average

1987 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 1996

Current Balance

% of GDP

Germany
OECD average
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90 91 92 93 94 95 1996 1987 91 92 93 94 95 1996

ledge-intensive sectors poses a challenge to
existing structures of governance.

A further challenge has arisen with the im¬
portance of implanting and (possibly) modify¬
ing the western German 'model' of governance
in the eastern part of the country, where both
existing firms and new- firms established since
1990 have little history of relationships with
market-based credit institutions. In the ease of

many existing firms, take-over by western
German or foreign firms has gone a long way
towards remedying both this lacuna and the lack
of management experience. But the difficulties
in financing the creation of new firms are
particularly important in the eastern part of the
country.

Yet further structural challenges are the aging

of the population, which may reduce funds avail¬
able to enterprises through company-specific
pension plans and increase the role of institu¬
tional investors, and the increased internation

alisation of the business sector. These factors may
jointly lead to an increasing role for the stock
market and for finance from companies' own
capital.

Remov ing the remaining disincentives facing
the development of the equity market therefore
seems important. Although tightening the obli¬
gations of firms to transmit information would
both increase transparency and reinforce the
process of internationalisation, it is apparent that
the reluctance of companies to seek equity
finance is derived in part both from relatively
high underwriting costs (presumably because of
high bank charges for initial public offerings)
and a tax system which has, in the past, discour¬
aged the development of joint-stock companies.

Recent reforms have gone a long way to re¬
moving biases in the tax structure and the
German system of corporation tax is now one
of the most neutral on different sources of

finance. But the wealth of both corporations and
shareholders continues to be taxed, implying
double taxation for proprietors bringing their
companies to the stock market. A reassessment
of remaining tax disincentives to stock-market
listing would be helpful, as would the develop¬
ment of specialised intermediaries in the invest¬
ment-bank sector. Moreover, increasing the sup¬
ply of equity capital - including risk capital - will
require a reviewr of existing pension provisions,
though policies should be based on broader con¬
siderations than the supply of equity capital.
Future pension provisions will have to depend
to a larger extent on privately funded schemes.
And existing supplementary pensions schemes
that are company-specific, and thus tend to lock
capital into firms, have to be encouraged to
diversity their portfolios.

These proposals do not imply any fundament¬
al change to the existing structure of enterprise
governance - and in any case, the proposals go
in the same direction as the existing trend
towards increased internationalisation: instead.

they would build on the benefits of a system
winch has served Germany well.
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period
%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year
Gross Domestic Product 01 95 0.7 3.8

Leading Indicator Mar. 95 -2.6

Consumer Price Index Q1 95 1,7 3.9

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance May 95 -2.02 -1.18

Unemployment Hate (un. 95 8,2 9.8

Interest Rate Jun. 95 7.55 5.45

m%®- Al.'STRIA

period
%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95 1.1 2.7

teading Indicator Apr. 95 -0.3 4.2

Consumer Price Index Jun. 95 0.4 2.6

current

period
same period

last year
Current Balance May 95 -0.41 -0.40

Unemployment Rate jun. 95 5.4 5.4

Interest Rate jun. 95 4.55 4.96

Definitions and Notes

Gross Domestic Product

Leading Indicator

Consumer Price Index

Current Balance

Unemployment Rate

Interest Rate

Seasonally adjusted volume series except for Germany
A composite indicator, based on other indicators of economic activity (employment, sales,
income, etc.), which signals cyclical movements in industrial production from six to nine months
in advance

Measures changes in average retail prices of a fixed basket of goods and services
$ billion; not seasonally adjusted except for the United States
% of labour force - ILO standardised unemployment rate; national déinitions for Austria,
Denmark, Iceland, Mexico, Switzerland and Turkey; seasonally adjusted apart from Austria,
Iceland, Mexico and Turkey
Three months, except for Greece (twelve months)

Source: Main Economic Indicators, OECD Publications, Paris, August 1995.

% Belgium

period

Gross Domestic Product 1994

Leading Indicator jun. 95

Consumer Price Index Jun. 95

Current Balance

Unemployment Rate
Interest Rate

Q4 94

Jun. 95

Jul. 95

% change
from previous

period

-0,7

0.1

current

period

2.37

9.8

4.56

year

2.2

-5.5

1,3

same period
last year

2.97

9.8

5.46

<&£!%>

[f; Canada

period
% change

from previous
period year

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95 0.2 4.2

Leading Indicator May 95 -0.2 -2.8

Consumer Price Index jun. 95 0.0 2.mu

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Q1 95 -4.58 -6.61

Unemployment Rate jun. 95 9.5 10.3

Interest Rate Jul. 95 6.65 6.12

Denmark

Gross Domestic Product QJ 95

reading Indicator
Consumer Price Index

Current Balance

Unemployment Rate
Interest Rate

period
%ch

from pr
period

Q195 0.8

Mar. 95 -2,6

jun. 95 -0,2

current

period

Q195 2.07

)un. 95 10.2

Jul- 95 6.20

year
36

1.3

2.1

same period
last year

1.07

12.3

5.90

Finland

fiffif---' period
%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95 3.1 6.3

Leading Indicator Apr. 95 -0.5 2.4

Consumer Price Index Jun, 95 0.3 0.9

current

period
same period

last year
Current Balance May 95 0.07 -0.09

Unemployment Rate May 95 17.9 18.5

Interest Rate Jul, 95 6.13 5.46

France

«S, period
%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95 0.7 3.8

Leading Indicator Jun. 95 0.0 -0.6

Consumer Price Index jun. 95 0.0 1.6

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Q4 94 3,43 3.61

Unemployment Rate May 95 11.6 12.4

Interest Rate Jun. 95 7.20 5.56

Germany

^k. period
%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product Q4 94 1.7 3.0

Leading Indicator* Jun. 95 -1.2 0.9

Consumer Price Index* jun. 95 0.3 2.3

current

period
same period

last year
Current Balance Dec. 94 -2.74 -2.01

Unemployment Rate Apr, 95 6.8 6.9

interest Rate Jul. 95 4.56 4.97

Greece

period

Gross Domestic Product 1993

Leading Indicator
Consumer Price Index

Current Balance

Unemployment Rate
Interest Rate

May 95
Jun. 95

Mar. 95

Jun. 95

3 change
from previous

period

-0.3

0.9

current

period

-0.90

15.75

year

0.6

1.5

9.7

same period
last year

-0,17

Iceland

Gross Domestic Product

Leading Indicator
Consumer Price Index

Current Balance

Unemployment Rate
Interest Rate

period
%ch

from pi
period

1993

|ut 95 0.3

current

period

Q195 0.03

Jun. 95 5.0

|un. 95 7.10

year
1.0

14

same period
last year

0.06

4.1

4.60
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B Ireland

jÊBfr period
% change

from previous
period year

Gross Domestic Product 1993 4.0

Leading Indicator Apr. 95 1.4 13.1

Consumer Price Index Q2 95 1.1 2.8

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Q4 94 1.27 0.79

Unemployment Rate jun. 95 14.6 14.6

Interest Rate )un. 95 6.75 5,56

A
i^^±. Luxembourg

period

%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product 1993 0.3

Leading Indicator Jun. 95 -1.5 -3.0

Consumer Price Index Jul. 95 0.1 1.9

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance

I Inprunlm/mpnf" Ratp
uiicitijjtuyf Hciii rvcin:

Interest Rate

V
W New Zea LAM)

jgF period
%cf

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product Q4 94 0.6 2.4

Leading Indicator
Consumer Price Index Q2 95 1.0 4.6

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Ql 95 0.08 0.40

Unemployment Rate Q1 95 6.6 9.0

Interest Rate Jun. 95 9.04 6.07

"T Spain

period
% change

from previous

Italy

1 ^ period
% change

from previous
period year

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95 1.5 4.0

Leading Indicator Jun. 95 -0.4 -2.5

Consumer Price Index Jul. 95 0.1 5.6

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance May 95 3.20 1.25

Unemployment Rate Q4 94 11.5 10.8

Interest Rate |un. 95 10.95 8.11

V Mexico

period

Gross Domestic Product Ql 95

Leading Indicator
Consumer Price Index Jun. 95

Current Balance Ql 95

Unemployment Rate May 95
Interest Rate Jul. 95

% change
from previous

period year
-3.8

3.2

current

period

-1.21

6.6

39.72

-0.6

37.7

same period
last year

-6.70

3.2

17.38

Norway

S period

%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product Q4 94 1.9 4.4

Leading Indicator Jan. 95 2.2

Consumer Price Index Jun. 95 0.3 2.7

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Mar. 95 0.46 0.19

Unemployment Rate Ql 95 5.4 5.5

Interest Rate jun. 95 5,79 5.43

r Sweden

period
i change

from previous

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95

Leading Indicator
Consumer Price Index

Current Balance

Unemployment Rate
Interest Rate

period year

Gross Domestic Product Ql 95

Leading Indicator May 95
Consumer Price Index jun. 95

Current Balance Apr. 95

Unemployment Rate Jun. 95
Interest Rate Jul. 95

Q195 1.0 3.1

Apr. 95 0.2 5.7

(tin. 95 0.2 5.1

current

period
same period

last year

May 95 -0.42 -0.46

Q2 95 22.5 24.1

Jun. 95 9.63 7.71

period
0.7

0.0

-0.1

current

period

0.23

9.0

9.26

year

3,9

-0.8

2.7

same period
last year

0.08

9.6

7.32

B JPL TURKEY

period
%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product Ql 95 4.7 -1.4

Leading Indicator
Consumer Price Index May 95 3,2 82.4

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Ql 95 0.44

Unemployment Rate Apr. 94 8.3 7.3

Interest Rate Jun. 95 71.93 114.52

#^à United Kingdom

y^gK period
%ch

from p
period

ange
revious

year

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95 0.6 3.6

Leading Indicator Jun. 95 -0.3 1.1

Consumer Price Index Jun. 95 0.1 3.5

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Ql 95 1.22 -1.42

Unemployment Rate Jun. 95 8.7 9.7

Interest Rate Jul. 95 6.80 5.20

jgfi
Japan

period

Gross Domestic Product Ql 95

Leading Indicator Jun. 95
Consumer Price Index jun. 95

Current Balance

Unemployment Rate
Interest Rate

May 95

May 95
lun. 95

j change
from previous

period
0.1

0.2

-0.1

current

period
8.94

3.1

1.18

year
0.1

5.1

0.3

same period
last year

8.34

2.8

2.11

t M^B

Jka Netherlands

period
% change

from previous
period year

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95 1.1 , 3.0

Leading Indicator Jun. 95 -0.6 -0.9

Consumer Price Index Jun. 95 -0.2 2.1

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Q4 94 3.81 5.41

Unemployment Rate May 95 6.6 6.8

Interest Rate Jul, 95 4.18 4.92

^V Portugal

period
% change

from previous
period year

Gross Domestic Product Q4 93 1.6 -0.7

Leading Indicator Apr. 95 -1.5 -3.1

Consumer Price Index Jun. 95 -0.2 3.8

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Q4 94 -0.94 0.02

Unemployment Rate Ql 95 7.2 6.6

Interest Rate Jun. 95 9.80 11.94

^ ^
WrrZERlAND

period
% change

from previous
period year

Gross Domestic Product Q1 95 0.4 2.1

Leading Indicator Jun. 95 -0.1 1.8

Consumer Price Index Jun. 95 0.2 2.1

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance

Unemployment Rate jun. 95 4,2 4.8

Interest Rate |u 95 3.07 4.24

mtUnited Stales

period
period year

Gross Domestic Product Q2 95 0.1 3.1

Leading Indicator Jun. 95 0.4 0.5

Consumer Price Index Jun. 95 0.2 3.0

current

period
same period

last year

Current Balance Q195 -40.50 -30.27

Unemployment Rate jun. 95 5.5 6.0

Interest Rate Jun. 95 5.90 4.52

% change
from previous
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OfCD Employment
Outlook
Highlights
The economic recovery has now ex¬

tended to embrace virtually all OECD
countries. Fears of a jobless recov¬

ery have proven to be unfounded,
though employment growth to date

has not been as robust, relative to growth in
output, as in previous upturns. Nonetheless,
OECD employment is growing at around 17%
per year, slightly faster than the labour force.
Unemployment is thus edging clown slowly from
its peak of 34 million in 1994, But, even if there
were continued economic expansion, the un¬
employment rate for the OECD area could

remain high, at around 7% in the year 2000.
above the figure it reached before the latest
recession.1

The problem of high and persistent unem¬
ployment is compounded by the fact that it is
distributed very unequally: the less skilled, the
less educated and young people all have a much
higher risk of becoming unemployed. Once with¬
out work, the risk for the unskilled of drifting
into the ranks of the long-term unemployed is
particularly high. In many- European countries.
over 40% of the unemployed have been out of
work for one year or more.

In addition, while involuntary unemployment
represents a waste of economic resources per
se, its social consequences are likely to differ
according to factors such as the family status of
the unemployed. Across OECD countries.

The OECD OBSERVER No. 1 96 October/November 1995

between 20 and 50% of the unemployed live in
households where no other member is

employed; such households are particularly
vulnerable to hardship. Lone parents and
husbands are especially at risk of finding them¬
selves in such a situation; young persons, on
the other hand, are more likely to be in a house¬
hold where another member is working.

Unemployment remains unacceptably high in
many OECD countries and creates high costs in
terms of the waste of human resources and as¬

sociated poverty and social distress. If allowed
to continue on such a scale, social cohesion could

become gradually undermined with inevitable
negative consequences for economic perform¬
ance. To combat this. OECD Ministers in 1994

endorsed the Jobs Study which set out a bal¬
anced and broad-ranging strategy of macro- and
micro-economic reforms with the aim of cutting
unemployment durably,-

Active

Policies

An essential element in this strategy is how
best to increase the effectiveness of active

labour-market policies (ALMPs). Public spend¬
ing on such policies amounts to almost 1% of
GDP on average across OECD countries, repre¬
senting a considerable commitment of public

5

funds. Successful ALMPs play a critical role in
assisting the unemployed back into gainful em¬
ployment and in improving the functioning of
the labour market.

Assisting the unemployed in effective job
search, perhaps even increasing the rate at which
they are successfully matched to available job
vacancies, is preferable to simply providing them
with passive income-support. Undue reliance on
passive income-support can diminish work in¬
centives and job-search activity among some of
the unemployed, resulting in them becoming
over-dependent on social transfers as their basic
income-support.

In spite of the importance accorded to ALMPs
and the commitment made by OECD Ministers
in 1992 to transfer more resources to them from

passive measures, progress in making this shift
has. in many instances, been disappointing. In
part, that is clue to the rise in unemployment per
se; but it also seems to reflect the fact that some

programmes have not achieved their objectives.
Hence, there is a premium on making these
policies more effective.

One key ingredient in enhancing the effect¬
iveness of ALMPs is the Public Employment Serv¬
ice (PES). Although the PES does not have re¬
sponsibility for the design and implementation
of labour-market policies in all OECD countries,
it often plays a co-ordinating role and, in cases
where a subsistence allowance or subsidy to an
employer is involved, it tends to take decisions
about the admissions of the unemployed to rele¬
vant programmes. It is important to strengthen
further this co-ordinating role. Central to this task
is the extent to which the functions of job
brokerage and counselling, the administration
of unemployment and related social benefits, and
decisions about who gets placed into which

1 OECD Employwent Outlook
Paris. 1995.

OECD Publications,

2. The OECD Jobs Study
1994.

OECD Publications. Paris.



For the Record

active programme are carried out by the same
front office.

Enhanced co-ordination is desirable for two

reasons. First, it facilitates the monitoring and

support of the job-search activity of those re¬
ceiving benefits. Without this control, the risk is
that staff dealing with placement activities and
benefit administration will work for entirely dif¬

ferent clienteles. Those on placement could lose
touch with the long-term unemployed in
particular, and those on benefit administration
become totally pre-occupied with making sure
that benefits are paid out. Second, with high and
persistent unemployment, the PES must focus
more on placing the unemployed in ALMPs with
the objective of assisting them to find regular
jobs later.

Integrated systems exist in only a few coun¬
tries (examples are Austria, which has recently
undergone a major reform, Germany, Japan,
Norway and Spain). The US system is particu¬
larly fragmented, although the current policy-
debate is partly centred on creating and making
more use of so-called 'one-stop shops'. In a
number of other countries, recent reforms have

strengthened co-ordination (Australia, Ireland and
the Netherlands) and placement and benefit
offices have been re-integrated in the United
Kingdom.

More has to be done. OECD studies of the

PES have found that the proportion of staff
actually engaged in job counselling/assistance
is low, about one in four, An hour of individual
counselling per month for each unemployed
person is a reasonable target. This implies that
there should be at least one qualified counsellor
for each 100 unemployed persons; very few
countries currently meet this criterion. This, in
fact, is the basis for current reforms in Switzer¬
land, and many other countries would do well
to examine their staffing ratios too.

This is not an unqualified call for expanding
the PES staff and public spending. Instead, given
the difficult budgetary situation that exists in most
countries, urgent consideration should be given
to how existing staff resources might be more
efficiently allocated to job-search assistance and
counselling, given acceptance of the principle
that tighter co-ordination of the functions of

placement and benefit administration is import¬
ant. Only when this outlet is exhausted should
consideration be given to any expansion in PES
resources.

Competition
from the Private Sector

A complementary path to enhancing the
effectiveness of the PES in job-search assistance
and counselling is to encourage competition from
private-sector agencies. Indeed, the proposed
revision of the relevant International Labour

Organisation (ILO) convention on the monopoly
position of the PES goes in the direction of en¬
couraging both public and private agencies.

But it is one thing to alter the monopoly role
of the PES and another to determine whether,

and under what conditions, private-sector acti¬
vity will emerge as a significant factor in place¬
ment activity. For example. Denmark and Fin¬
land have recently changed their laws to enable
private-sector |->lacement agencies to operate, but
start-ups have been few, with the result that the
PES monopoly has not yet been effectively
challenged.

Private-sector involvement raises a number

of important issues which governments have to
consider. First, there is the question of start-up
costs to get the private sector going. Should gov¬
ernments provide some kind of initial subsidy
to attract start-ups and. if so, how much?
Second, given contracting-out, how should
'successful' outcomes be defined and monitored

by the PES? Is placement in an)' job for any length
of time the criterion to be used? Third, in view

of the concentration of unemployment among
the less skilled, the less educated and the young,
how might governments act to ensure that
private-sector agencies do not exacerbate this
by 'cherry-picking' those who already have the
best job-finding chances and avoiding areas
where the local labour market is especially bleak?
Finally, how should fees for successful outcomes
be set so as to maximise incentives for efficiency
without generating large rents? Current reforms
in Australia tire going sharply in the direction ot
encouraging competition between the PES and

private agencies. The Australian government has
recently announced plans to allow competition
in the supply of case-management services
between the Commonwealth Employment Serv¬
ice (CES) and community and private-sector pro¬
viders. In particular, job-seekers from targeted
groups - the long-term unemployed, unem¬
ployed teenagers aged 15-17 and recently un¬
employed job-seekers judged at 'high risk' of
becoming long-term unemployed - can be re¬
ferred to community or private-sector providers
of case-management services with a fee paid for
successful outcomes. The fee is to be differenti¬

ated by type of outcome and the degree of
labour-market disadvantage of the job-seeker.
The innovative element in this initiative is that

not only does it aim to improve the effective¬
ness of the CES by encouraging competition, but
it provides incentives to community and private-
sector providers to ensure effective assistance
for 'hard-to-place' job-seekers. It will thus be
important to monitor closely the results of the
Australian initiative.

Improving the co-ordinating role of the PES
and seeking to enhance its effectiveness, per-
haps by encouraging contestability via private-
sector agencies, tire important intermediate
objectives for policy. But the effectiveness of
these actions may be limited if ALMPs themselves
do not allow for sufficient consideration of local

and individual conditions, including the special
problems of areas in which unemployment luis
become deeply ingrained. For that, it is import¬
ant to know what kinds of programmes have
the best chances of working.

In determining what works and what does
not, it is important to be clear about the criteria
to use in evaluating ALMPs. There are three main
criteria, although their importance can vary con¬
siderably across countries and across pro¬
grammes:

has the employment and or earnings prospects
of programme participants improved as a result
of their participation in the programmes, at least
relative to similar individuals who were not

participants?
has net employment increased as a result of

the programme?
has macro-economic performance improved'?
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These are difficult questions to answer, espe¬
cially the third, where there is little comparative
evidence to date. On balance, the evidence is

that, with careful design, good management and
an appropriate institutional environment. ALMPs

can raise the employability and earnings pro¬
spects of participants. Provided that ALMPs do
not contribute to wage pressure, nor lead to
excessive public expenditure, they may contri¬
bute to net job gains.

In particular, evaluations from France, the

Netherlands, the 1 iiited Kingdom and the 1 "nitecl
States of targeted measures of job-search assist¬
ance and counselling, which include formally
scheduled interviews, back-to-work plans and
job clubs, show consistently beneficial outcomes.
Such measures are fairly simple to organise and
not very costly, showing that good returns do
not necessarily require large resources. Pilot
evaluations of the United Kingdom's counsel¬
ling interventions at the start of an unemploy¬
ment spell, followed by a 13-week interview- and
then 'Restart' interviews, suggest thai they have
reduced long-term unemployment. In 1994,
France instituted job clubs aimed at unemployed
and inexperienced youths to facilitate their trans¬
ition to the labour market.

Training programmes for the unemployed
have had rather more mixed results. Positive

outcomes have been found for highly targeted,
and relatively small, programmes to meet the
requirements of specific groups, such as some
training options in Canada, on-the- job training
in the context of the US Job Training Partnership
Act and centres for vocational orientation and

training in the Netherlands. On the other hand,

the likelihood is that training programmes which
tire broadly targeted on the unemployed and for
which little counselling is given will be ineffect¬
ive, as evaluations in the Netherlands and the

United States have shown.

Successful training programmes for the un¬
employed require a very high degree of target¬
ing and adequate resource support. Thus they
do have a role to play in labour-market policy.
But because of the high degree of targeting and
the resource-intensity required for success, such
programmes are not capable of playing a
dominant role in labour-market policy seeking

to assist all the unemployed back into enjoy¬
ment.

Is Job-Creation
Effective?

Direct job-creation schemes - temporary sub¬
sidies to private-sector jobs, including reductions
in social charges to firms hiring tin unemployed
person, start-up grants for self-employment,
bonuses paid to the unemployed who find jobs,
and temporary job creation in the public
sector - are another important form of ALMPs,
accounting for 10-50% of spending on ALMPs
in many countries.

It is widely agreed thai hiring subsidies for
private-sector jobs will generate substantial dis¬

placement and substitution effects on employ¬
ment. Displacement arises when, at a given
intensity of aggregate demand, firms taking on
subsidised workers expand while others necess¬
arily contract. Substitution arises when
employers hire someone who is eligible for a
subsidy at the expense of laying-off (or not
hiring) someone who is not subsidised. In addi¬

tion, there may be deadweight effects: firms
receive a subsidy for hiring someone they would
have hired anyway.

Recently, arguments have been advanced
which, while acknowledging these effects,
suggest that there are net employment gains
over the long-term, and other economic and

social benefits from carefully designed and
monitored hiring subsidies which attract a
high private-sector take-up. Both Australia
and the United Kingdom have adopted this
position (other countries with various forms of

hiring subsidies include Belgium, France and
Germany).

Among the countervailing advantages claimed
for hiring subsidies are that:

there may be social and efficiency gains from
subsidies targeted on disadvantaged groups

for the long-term unemployed, even a job that
lasts a short time will raise their work motiva¬

tion

by increasing inflows into, and outflows from,
unemployment, the subsidies will attenuate

the split between labour-market insiders and
outsiders.

In the long-run. such targeted subsidies may
increase 'effective' labour supply, thereby re¬
ducing wage-pressures at any given volume of
unemployment.

In order to evaluate this argument, answers
tire required to a range of practical issues about
which current knowledge is very limited:

should the subsidy be given to the unemployed
job-seeker or the firm?

what form should it take, that is, should it be a

lump-sum payment or a regular payment spread
out over a period of time. and. if so, for how
long a period?

how high should the subsidy be set relative to
average wages?

should there be a training component required
for any firm receiving a subsidy and. if so, how
would that be monitored and evaluated so as to

avoid cosmetic training courses?
should there lie a role for the PES to follow -up

the employment experience of subsidised
workers after the end of the subsidy?

how does one avoid subsidies becoming so
pervasive that non-subsidised jobs are no longer
notified to the PES?

These and other issues highlight the urgency
of more and better evaluations of ALMPs, This

process is underway. Many more countries than
in the past hive recognised the importance of
proper evaluation if headway is to be made in
enacting reforms which can help to reduce
unemployment durably.

As a result, the stock of knowledge about
'best-practice' ALMPs is growing. One consist¬
ent theme runs through that evidence. When

ALMPs address clearly identified problems, v ari-
ous targeted measures can be effective in terms
of improving post-programme employment and
earnings. Such measures include job-search
assistance and counselling, training for skills in
demand, and. perhaps, well-targeted subsidies
for hiring identified disadvantaged groups. The
case remains compelling for a switch of resources
from passive income-support to ALMPs which
have proven to be effective.

Paris, 7June 1995
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Implementing the Stategy
(03 95 06 D ISBN 92-64-14469-2, May 1995. 32pp.
France: FF50; elsewhere: FF6S US$13 DM19

5. Public Expectations of the Final Stage
of Compulsory Education
(91 95 0 1 3) ISBN 92-6 Î-04356-X, bilingual. April 1995. 148pp.
France: FF100; elsewhere: IT130 US$25 DM38

6. Education and Employment
(91 95 OS 3) ISBN 92-64-04357-8, bilingual. April 1995. KiOpp.
France: FF90; elsewhere: FF115 US$22 DM34

7. OECD Economic Surveys
Australia

(10 95 (h 1) ISBN 92-<m-1-h61-7, May 1995, 168pp.
France: FF100: elsewhere: FFI 30 US$24 DM39

8. OECD Education Statistics 1985-1992

(96 95 O-i 3) ISBN 92-64-04361-6, bilingual, April 1995, 250pp.
France: FF160: elsewhere: FF2 10 I'SS if) DM60

9. World Energy Outlook
1995 Edition

(61 95 0" 1) ISBN 92-6-1-14391-2. April 1995. 378pp.
France: FF320; elsewhere: PF400 US$76 DM115

10. Measuring the Quality of Schools
(91 95 02 3) ISBN 92-6404355-1, bilingual. April 1995, 240pp.
France: FF120; elsewhere; FF155 US$29 DM47
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See Peter Evans, 'Tackling Educational
Disadvantage', The OECD Observer.
No. 186, February/March 1994.
(96 95 05 1) ISBN 92-64-14430-7. 126pp.
France: FF130; elsewhere: FF170 US$34 DM48

Energy
IEA (Internationa! Energy Agency)

Energy Policies of IEA
Countries - 1994 Review

July 1995
This 1994 edition reviews recent trends

and developments in energy demand
and supply, efficiency, technology and
environment. This year's edition in¬
cludes: critical reviews of all 23 IEA

countries, including in-depth reviews
of Finland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxem¬
bourg and Switzerland; a synthesis
report highlighting major developments
in energy policy and market trends in
IEA countries and an overview of im¬

portant energy developments elsewhere
in the world; an analysis of trends in
key energy indicators over a twenty-
year period.
(61 95 18 1) ISBN 92-64-14472-2, 6l0pp,
France: FF580; elsewhere: FF695 US$144 DM198

Oil and Gas Information

1994*

July 1995
A comprehensive reference book on
current developments in oil and gas
supply and demand. Contains country-
specific statistics for OECD countries
on production, trade, demand and
prices. Data on world production, trade
and consumption of major oil product
groups and natural gas are available in
summary tables.
(61 95 20 3) ISBN 92-64-04494-9, bilingual, 6l6pp,
France: FF640: elsewhere: FF770 US$154 DM217
* Also available on diskette.

Coal Information 1994*

July 1995
This volume is a comprehensive refer¬
ence book on current trends and long-
term prospects in the world coal
market. It contains analysis and coun¬
try-specific statistics for OECD coun¬
tries and selected non-OECD countries

on coal prices, demand, trade, supply,
production capacity and emission stand¬
ards for coal-fired boilers. The book

also includes a summary of environ¬
mental policies on climate issues as
well as essential facts on coal-import¬
ing and exporting ports and eoal-fired
power stations in coal-importing
regions.

(61 95 19 1) ISBN 92-64-14530-3, 600pp.
France: FF580; elsewhere: FF695 USS140 DM197
* Also available on diskette.

Electricity Information 1994*
July 1995
This annual publication brings together
in one volume basic statistics on the

electricity and heat production indus¬
tries in OECD countries for prices, pro¬
duction, consumption and trade. De¬
tailed electricity and heat statistics are
also presented for each OECD country,
(61 95 21 1) ISBN 92-64-14547-8, 570pp.
France: FF350; elsewhere: FF440 US$88 DM124
sAlso available on diskette.

Development
and Deployment
of Technologies to Respond
to Global Climate Change
Concerns

August 1995
The development and deployment of
new and improved technologies will be
essential if atmospheric concentrations
of greenhouse gases are to be reduced
significantly. The IEA and the OECD
convened a high-level meeting to de¬
velop advice on priorities and strate¬
gies to enhance the development of
new technologies to respond to climate
change concerns. This dialogue was
aimed at stimulating action by a wide
range of players, including industry
and other non-governmental organisa¬
tions, and identifying technology col¬
laboration opportunities.
(61 95 09 1) ISBN 92-64-14393-9, 500pp.
France: FF550: elsewhere: FF660 US$126 DM190

Energy Policies
of the Russian Federation

1995 Review

July 1995
This report is a comprehensive, in¬
dependent review of the major energy
policy issues Russia is facing in reform¬
ing its energy economy. It provides
detailed descriptions and supporting
data for all energy sub-sectors. It also
covers issues related to energy supply
and demand, energy-efficiency, environ¬
mental impacts of energy use and pro¬
duction and nuclear safety. Analysis of
these issues is followed by recommend¬
ations for priority action. The report is
designed to assist the government in
developing market-oriented energy
policies, to identify investment oppor¬
tunities for Russian and foreign com¬
panies, and to highlight possible areas
for technical assistance.

(61 95 15 1) ISBN 92-64-14416-1. 350pp.
France: FF490; elsewhere: FF615 US$123 DM173

Middle East Oil and Gas

August 1995
Iran. Iraq, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and the United Arab Emirates contain

about 65% of the world's proven oil
reserves and about 31% of the world's

proven natural-gas reserves. In 1994
these six nations had crude oil product¬
ion capacity of about 21 million barrels
per day (mbd) with plans to expand
capacity to about 25 mbd by the year
2000,

Revenue from the sale of oil

accounts for more than 80% of each

nation's total exports and about 75% of
each government's income. The de¬
cline in oil prices since 1986 translates
to lower income; consequently the gov¬
ernments of these nations have run

budget deficits for most of the years
since 1986, To cover the deficits the

governments of these six nations have
borrowed money or reduced their
financial assets. At the same time, rapid¬
ly expanding populations require addi¬
tional infrastructure to maintain basic

health and educational systems.
This new- regional study of the

Middle East examines policy options
these six nations are evaluating and
implementing to cope with their finan¬
cial difficulties and expanding popula¬
tions. The report also analyses the
impact of their policy options on their
plans lo expand crude oil and natural-
gas production capacity and exports.
(61 95 05 1) ISBN 92-64-14387-4, 350pp.
France: FF450; elsewhere: FF565 USS105 DM170

NEA (Nuclear Energy Agency)

OECD Documents

Safety Assessment
of Radioactive Waste

Repositories Binding Models
Concerning Natural Organic
Substances in Performance

Assessment

Proceedings of an NEA Workshop
organised in co-operation with the
Paul ScherrcT Institute. Bad Zurzach,
Switzerland, 14-16 September 1994
August 1995
(66 95 16 1) ISBN 92-64-14527-3. 320pp.
France: FF230; elsewhere: FF300 US$60 DM84

Environment

Environmental Taxes

in OECD Countries

July 1995
This report provides policy-makers and
researchers with a comprehensive sur

vey of current environmental tax instru¬
ments in use in OECD countries. It

covers not only taxes introduced ex¬
plicitly for environmental reasons but
also those that may significantly affect
the environment, even if they were
introduced for other reasons.

(97 95 08 1) ISBN 92-64-14489-7, 100pp.
France: FF80: elsewhere: FF105 US$20 DM30

OECD Environmental

Performance Reviews

Austria

August 1995
This report scrutinises efforts to meet
both domestic objectives and inter¬

national commitments. The analyses
presented are supported by a broad
range of economic and environmental
data.

Environmental performance reviews
of Canada. Germany, Iceland. Italy.
Japan, Norway, Poland. Portugal, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom
have already been published.
(97 95 09 1) ISBN 92-64-14528-1, 144pp.
France: FFI 30; elsewhere: FF170 US$35 DM48

financial ^ol
and Enterprise Affairs

Transfer Pricing Guidelines
for Multinational Enterprises
and Tax Administrations

July 1995
Multinationals straddle national bounda¬

ries and jurisdications. When a multi¬
national transfers goods and services
among its companies in different coun¬
tries, where are its profits taxed?
National tax-authorities regularly chal¬
lenge prices for transferring goods and
services across boundaries and within

the same group of companies.
The OECD set out internationally

respected guidelines on these issues in
1979- These are the new pricing guide¬
lines for multinational entreprises and
tax administrations. They maintain the
arm's length principle of treating re¬
lated entreprises within a multinational
group and affirm traditional transaction
methods as the preferred way of imple¬
menting the principle,
(23 95 02 1) ISBN 92-64-14533-8, 150pp.
France: FF240: elsewhere: FF310 USS63 DM88

OECD Reviews of Foreign
Direct Investment

Finland

July 1995
Analysing trends and policies of FDI in
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Bookstore

Finland, this report concludes that na¬
tional apprehension about il is now a
thing of the past. In recent years. Fin¬
land has made considerable progress in
removing discriminatory regulations
against foreign investors. The desire to
foster integration into the European
Economic Area and the European Com¬
munities has boosted this process. No
longer the outpost it once was, Finland
is geographically well situated between
its EC partners and the New Independ¬
ent States of Eastern Europe.
(21 95 51 1) ISBN 92-64-14488-9, 64pp.

OECD Reviews of Foreign
Direct Investment

Norway
July 1995
Norway's accession to the European
Economic Area has led to important
liberalisation measures that help inte¬
grate it inlo Europe. Uniform pro¬
cedures are now: jn place for reviewing
investments notified by Norwegian and
foreign investors alike. Restrictions on
foreign acquisition of real estate have
been largely eliminated.
(21 9a 54 1 1 ISBN 92-64-14524-9, 56pp.
Each review-;

France: FF90: elsewhere: FF115 US$20 DM37

Subscription (4 issues):
France: FF300; elsewhere: FF330 US$62 DM110

Consumer Policy Series

Product Liability Rules
in OECD Countries

July 1995
Is a consumer always legally protected
in the event of injury caused by using a
product? What is the producer's liabi¬
lity? How is redress obtained? How
much compensation can be expected?
Is there a prescribed period for taking
legal action? Is the manufacturer liable
when the product defect escaped
notice and normal manufacturing rules
were observed?'

(24 95 03 1) ISBN 92-64-14439-0, 60pp.
France: FF70: elsewhere: FF90 US$18 DM26

Industry, Science
and Technology

Industry and Technology
Scoreboard of Indicators

1995

July 1995
This report builds on a large number of
statistical databases and quantitative
indicators allowing international com¬
parisons of the structure and perform¬
ance in industry and technology in

OECD countries, often at a detailed
industrial disaggregation.

Recent trends and structural shifts in

industrial production and employment,
prices and labour compensation, physi¬
cal investment and labour productivity
are presented. Trends in science and
technology are analysed, with a focus
on overall national research and devel¬

opment efforts, human resources de¬
voted to R&D. industrial R&D, techno¬

logy diffusion and patents. The report
also stresses international trade and

globalisation, recent trends and struct¬
ural shifts in international trade, trade
in disembodied technology, and for¬
eign direct investment.
With 83 tables and 39 graphs.
(92 95 07 1) ISBN 92-64-14474-9. 190pp.
France: FF180; elsewhere: FFE235 US$48 DM67

The Iron and Steel Industry
in 1993

1995 Edition

July 1995
This annual publication illustrates the
trends in the iron and steel industry in
1993 for OECD countries, including
Mexico, which joined the Organisation
in 1994, and for the Republic of Korea.
With 30 tables.
(58 95 01 3) ISBN 92-64-04367-5, bilingual. 48pp.
France: FF95; elsewhere: FF125 US$24 DM36

OECD Documents

Steelmaking Capacity
in non-OECD Countries

Two-yearly Report
1995 Edition

July 1 995
This new publication assesses
steelmaking capacity in till non-OECD
countries in 1994 and provides an
outlook for 1997. The report concludes
that growth in non-OECD steelmaking
capacity will be relatively high during
the next several years. Most of the
increase is expected to occur in Asia,
where steel consumption has been ex¬
panding rapidly in recent years.
(58 95 02 1) ISBN 92-64-14487-0, 152pp.
France: FF120; elsewhere: FF155 US$32 DM44

Labour Market

and Social Issues

Employment Outlook
July 1995
See pp. 50-52 of this OECD Observer
and Françoise Core and Vassiliki
Koutsogeorgopoulou. 'Parental Leave:

What and Where5'. The OECD

Observer. No. 195. August,/ September
1995.

(81 95 05 1 ) ISBN- 92-61-14470-6. 220pp.
France: FF235; elsewhere: FF3O0 US$63 DM87

The OECD Jobs Study
Taxation, Employment
and Unemployment
April 1995
How do taxes affect the volume of

employment? What reforms could help
create more jobs5 This book analyses
the evolution of labour taxation from

1978 to 1992, lessons about the impact
of taxes on labour-force participation,
supply and demand, and the merits of
policy options for the future.
(03 95 04 1) ISBN 92-64-14400-5, 192pp.
France: FFI 50: elsewhere: FF195: US$37 DM56

CCET (Centre for Co-operation
with the Economies in Transition)

Review of the Labour Market

in the Czech Republic
July 1995
The Czech Republic has managed radi-
callv to transform its economy by de¬
veloping a private sector virtually from
scratch, while experiencing little unem¬
ployment and no visible signs of wide¬
spread poverty or economic hardship.
This report assesses the role of labour-
market and social policies in prevent¬
ing further reductions of labour supply,
the regional reduction of inflationary
pressures associated with labour-
market imbalances, and how to avoid

the marginalisation of a hard-core group
of long-term unemployed.
(14 95 06 1) ISBN 92-64-14425-0. 130pp.
France: FF135: elsewhere: FF175 US$34 DM50

Trade

Main Developments
in Trade*

1995 Edition

July 1995
This annual report, covering events in
1994. is the only concise factual com¬
pendium of cross-country trade and
trade-related developments available
today. Policy-makers and members of
the international business community
alike will find it a useful resource for

tracking major developments, spotting
emerging trends, and establishing both
historical and current perspectives on
the multilateral trading system.
ill OS mu ISBN 92-64-14441-2, 80pp.
France: FF75; elsewhere: FF100 US$20 DM2S
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New

Price Caps for Telecommunications
Policies and Experiences - No. 37

Governments often regulate prices for public utilities.
As telecommunication service markets have been opened
to competition, new ways had to be found to regulate prices
of the former monopoly carriers. In recent years, telecommunication
regulators have become increasingly interested in using price-caps
as a regulatory tool. This study examines the experiences and
performance in different OECD countries of the use of price-cap
regulation and the effects of price-cap schemes.

(93 95 04 1) ISBN 92-64-14544-3, 92pp.
France: FF100; elsewhere: FF130 US$26 DM37

Also available in this Series

International Telecommunication

Pricing Practices and Principles
A Progress Review - No. 36

Where do OECD countries stand on international telecommunication

pricing practices for accounting rates and collection charges? This
publication examines these issues and discusses the application
of some of the main principles, including transparency, cost-oriented
pricing and non-discrimination.

(93 95 03 1) ISBN 92-64-14418-8, May 1995, 108pp.
France: FF1 15; elsewhere: FF1 50 US$29 DM43

Telecommunica tion Infrastructure

The Benefits of Competition - No. 35

Market liberalisation of telecommunication services has increased

these last years, as has efficiency. Although monopolies continue
in some OECD countries, a clear momentum exists for their

elimination. Restrictions on the competitive provision
of infrastructure - the hardware and software for switching and
transmission that support services - constitute one of the last barriers
to competition. This report analyses the experience of the growing
number of OECD countries with competition in telecommunication
infrastructure and the benefits achieved.

(93 95 02 1) ISBN 92-64-14407-2, April 1995, 84pp.
France: FF95; elsewhere: FF125 US$24 DM36

International Telecommunication Tariffs

Charging Practices and Procedures - No. 34

The pricing structure for the provision of international
telecommunication services has become a central issue for policy¬
makers in recent years. This report examines the present system
of charging practices, and concludes that it is inefficient and
discriminatory, and results in economic distortions. The report
recommends that priority be given to improving the existing
accounting mechanisms for international switched
telecommunication services.

(93 94 07 1 ) ISBN 92-64-1 41 97-9, August 1 994, 1 1 6pp.
France: FF125; elsewhere: FF165 US$30 DM49

Forthcoming

Guidelines for the Security
of Information Systems

Explosive growth in the use of information systems for
all manner of applications in all parts of life has made
proper security essential. The security of information
systems is an international matter because
information systems often cross national boundaries
and because the issues to which they give rise may
most effectively be resolved by international
consultation and co-operation.

The OFCD Guidelines for the Security of Information
Systems will provide a foundation upon which
countries and the private sector, acting singly and in
concert, may construct a framework for the security of
information systems. The framework will include laws,
codes of conduct, technical measures, management
and user practices, and public education and
awareness activities. The Guidelines constitute a

benchmark against which public and private sectors
alike may measure their progress.

(93 95 05 1) ISBN 92-64-14569-9, 40pp.
France: FF65; elsewhere: FF85 US$17 DM25

D U

Road Transport
Informatics:

Institutional

and Legal Issues

Who are the primary parties
concerned with implementing
new telematic systems in the
transport sector? This publication
identifies all potential actors. It
then sets out the institutional and

legal implications linked with
different information technologies
and determines the basis for the

relations between public
authorities, private companies
and road-users.

Finally, it helps public authorities
to adapt their legislation to the
type of technology selected (radio
broadcasting, cellular telephone,
beacons).

(75 95 07 1) ISBN 92-821-1205-5,

194pp.
France: FF230

Elsewhere: FF300 US$60 DM84
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